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This volume on "Women in Statistics" updates and replaces Supplement 14 to "Women of 
Europe" with the same title, which was itself the second Supplement on this theme. 
In our compilation, we have brought together those statistics which shed light on the current 
position of women in the labour force. To this end, we have covered various aspects of women's 
lives and, wherever relevant, drawn comparisons with the situation of men. 
The information is arranged in the following chapters : Population, employment, working 
time, unemployment, and education&: training. We have, furthermore, included a separate 
table on women members of parliament in the European Community, which is to be found at the 
beginning of the statistical section. 
Thanks to the advances in the new technologies, it has been possible to illustrate many of the 
statistical  tables  with charts, which should serve  to  highlight all  the more clearly  the 
salient points deserving attention. 
While the main source of data for this Supplement continues to be the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities (EUROSTAT), we have been able to include a number of tables from 
other sources. 
Regrettably, it is never possible to keep a volume such as this up to date for very long. When 
the manuscript was closed in July 1989, it was already obvious that some of our tables could 
have been updated within the next few months : thus,. another set of monthly unemployment 
figures would have been available shortly, the 1987 Labour Force Survey would be published 
in October 1989,  and the latest issue of "Military Balance"  would have appeared by the 
autumn - had we continued to wait for all the latest series, this volume could never have been 
finalised. 
Readers who need to obtain the most recent figures, are therefore advised to contact their local 
Commission of the European Communities Information Office (the addresses are given in the 
back of this volume) and enquire whether any of the publications cited as sources have 
meanwhile been updated. The oldest data included in this Supplement are the census statistics 
(1981/82); these will not be updated until the next European census takes place in 1991 -the 
results of which  will be ready for publication some three years later. 
The author wishes to thank Ms. Fausta DESHORMES, Head of the Women's Information Unit 
and Editor of "Women of Europe", and Ms.  Hilde ALBERTINI of the same Office, for their 
continuing support, help and advice during the preparation of this Supplement. Mr. Bernard 
LANGEVIN, responsible in EUROSTAT for statistics on women's employment, gave valuable 
advice on the first draft of the Supplement. The author's sincere thanks go to the Commission's 
Equal Opportunities Unit, and particularly to its former Head, Ms. Odile QUINTIN and her 
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GUIDE 
The tables and graphs in this Supplement are arranged in a series of chapters: 
1.  Population 
2.  Employment 
3.  Working Time 
4.  Unemployment 
5.  Education and Training 
Each chapter opens with a detailed list of the tables it contains, together with any definitions 
or explanations which these tables may require. When perusing the tables, it is recommended 
that these comments might be read alongside the statistical data, as they should provide any 
necessary clarifications. 
The symbols contained in the tables are generally those used by EUROSTAT: 
Zero or not available 
Not available or included elsewhere 
. or ...  Not zero but extremely unreliable 
( )  Unreliable data due to small size of sample 
[]  Notes: explanations to be found at the bottom of the table. 
The designations for  the Member States are either their names in their own respective 















Member State in own language 





























I o.  PoLmCAL  PARTICIPATION 
Table I  Grq11h 
0.  Political Participation 
0.1.  Women members ofparliament in the European Community: national parliaments 
January 1989 and European Parliament September 1989 (in absolute numbers and in%). 
European Parliament document PE 128.465, 7 February 1989, updated. 
This table lists national parliaments and the European Parliament in descending 
percentages of their women members. 
-ooOoo-TABLE  0.1.  - 14-
WOMEN  MEMBERS  OF  PARLIAMENTS IN  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  :  1 
NATIONAL  PARLIAMENTS .JAN.  1989  ANP  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  S~PT. 1989. 
(jn absolute numbers and  jn  %l 
NO.  OF  TOTAL  FEMA~ES AS  YEAR OF 
MEMBER  STATE  PARLIAMENJ  FEMALES  MEMBERS  %  OFi TOTAL  ELECTION 
Denmark Folketing  55  179  30,7 
Nederland Tweede Kamer  32  150  21,3 
Nederland Eerste Kamer  16  75  21,3 
European 
Communlt] Eyrgpean Parliament  98  518  18 9 
Deutschlanc Bundestag  83  519  16,0 
Deutschland  [1] Uinderregierungen  18  134  13,4 
ltalla Camera dei Deputati  81  630  12,9 
Luxembours Chambre des Deputes  7  64  10,9 
Portuga Assembleia da Republica  25  250  10,0 
Belgli/Belglque Ch. des Representants  18  212  8,5 
Ireland Dai! Eireann  14  166  8,4 
Ireland Seanad Eireann  5  60  8,3 
Belgli/Belglque Senat  15  183  8,2 
Espana Congreso/Diputados  27  345  7,8 
United  Kingdon House of Commons  42  650  6,5 
ltalla Senato della Repubblica  20  315  6,3 
Espana Senado  15  253  5,9 
France Assemblee Nationale  33  577  5,7 
United  Kingdon House of Lords  66  1187  5,6 
Elias Vou!i ton El!inon  13  300  4,3 
France Senat  8  319  2,5 
.uN.x.otUII:e~: _____  [1]  This  figure  refers to  the  members of the  regional  (Land)  ~overnments, 
and  not to the second chamber - the Bundesrat - which only comprises 
45 members. 
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1.  POPULATION 
I 
Table I Graph 
1.  Pnpulation 
1.1.  Total population by Member State and sex, 1987 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 59 to 233. 
1.2.  Total population by sex and age groups, 1986 (in 1,000s and%). 
EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, page 62. 
1.3.  Female population by age group and Member State, 1988 (in %). 
EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 62 to 234. 
1.4.  Women as a percentage of the total population, by age group and Member State, 1988 (in 
%). 
EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 62 to 234. 
1.5.  Principal demographic indicators, 1987. 
Birth rate, death rate, births out of wedlock, legal abortions, net migration, population 
increase, infant mortality, still births, marriage rate, average age at first marriage, 
divorce rate, average age of women at birth of first child, life expectancy. 
EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 66 to 69 and 71 to 240. 
Birth rate= 
Death rate= 
Number of live births in a given year x 1.000 
Total population 
Number ofdeaths in a given year x 1.000 
Total population 
Births out of wedlock in a given year x 1.000 
Number of live births in a given year 
Legalabortions  = 
as % of live births 
Legaf abortions in a ~ven  year x 100 
Live births in the same year 
Not all Member States provide this information. In any case, the legal situation 
regarding abortion  varies enormously between Member States, ranging from a 
constitutional prohibition of abortion in Ireland, to legal abortion (subject to certain -16-
preconditions) within 28 weeks of conception in Great Britain. Apart fr'm Ireland, 
abortion is prohibited in Belgium and in Northern Ireland (United Kingdom). 
Rate of net migration  = 
per 1000 of total 









Still births per  = 
1,000 total births 
plus still births 
Marriage rate  = 
Divorce rate  = 
(Immigration- emigration+ live births- deaths) x 1~000 
Total population  ' 
Number of deaths during the first year after birth x il.OOO 
Number of live births 
1 
Still births in a given year x 1.000 
Number of total live births + number of  still births 
in a given year 
Number of marriages in a given year x 1,000 
Total population 
Number of divorces in a given year x 1.000 
Total population 
Divorce is prohibited under the Irish constitution; hence the absence of divorces· in 
Ireland. 
1.6.  Total fertility: average number of children per 1,000 women, 1960 to 19$7. 
1.6.  EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 68 and 69.  ' 
Total fertility =  Number of children on a given date x 1.000 
Number of women on a given date 
This figure is not the definitive number of children the average womc;t will have at the 
end of her child-bearing phase, but the current number of children per ~,000 women. This 
figure has, in recent years, been reduced by (a)  the increase in average age at first 
marriage and I  or (b) the increase in women's average age at the, birth of their first 
child. 
1.7.  Third or higher order of births as% of total, 1960 to 1987. 
1.7.  EUROSTAT, Demographic Statistics 1989, pages 68 and 69. 
Live births of third. fourth fifth. etc. children x 100 
All live births 





EUROSTAT, Censuses of Population, 1981/82, pages 62 to 68. 
It is important to recognise the diversity of divorce legislation in the Member States. 
Divorce is' prohibited under the Irish constitution; the Irish census form did not include a 
question on divorce. There is a small number of foreign divorcees resident in Ireland. Most 
of these, as well as persons who have obtained legal separations, are included in this 
table as married persons. 
1.9. · Population aged·1S years or over by Member State, sex and marital status, 1981-1982 (in 
%). 
1.9.  EUROSTAT, Censuses of Population, 1981/82, pages 62 to 68. 
See comments on Table 1.8. 
1.10.  Percentage single in each age group: Females, 1981/82. 
EUROSTAT, Censuses of Population, 1981-1982, page 69. 
The higher percentage of single persons among some of the older age groups may be 
explained by the effects of wars, killing more men than women, and leaving a higher 
proportion of women single than of men. 
1.11.  Foreign population by sex, broad age group and Member State, 1986 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey, 1986, pages 98 and 99. 
Italy and the Netherlands did not provide any information on the foreign population 
living in their respective countries; Spain did not give a breakdown by country of origin. TABLE  1.1.  -18-
IQIAL ~Q~ULAIIQ~ Ell MEMEIEB  &IAIE A~D &EX.  l&IZ 
(iD  lQQQ&) 












United  Kingdom 
European  Community 
Notes, 
D : Provisional data, 






























Source : EUROSTAT  Demographic Statjstjcs 1989  pages 59 to 233, 
joe 
FEMALES AS 
MALE&  %  QF IMAL 
~ 819,0  51,2 
2 526,8  50,7 
29 327,5  52,1 
4 915,0  50,8 
19 165,4  50,9 
27 107,7  51,3 
1 767,3  50,0 
27 861,5  51,4 
180,8  51,4 
7 249,0  50,6 
4 949,9  51,7 
27 736,8  51,3 
157 525  51,3 - 19-
TABLE  1. 2. 
TOTAL popULATION BY SEX AND  AGE  GROUpS.  1986 
AGE GROUPS  ABSOLUTE  FIGURES  (In  1  OOOs)  PERCENTAGES 
Total  Females  Males  Total  Females  ~Males 
0  - 4  years  19 115,3  9 302,5  9 812,8  5,9  5,6  6,2 
5  - 9  years  20 247,5  9 862,1  10 385,4  6,3  5,9  6,6 
10  - 14  years  22 420,1  10 923,6  11  496,5  6,9  6,6  7,3 
15  - 19  years  25 630,0  12 507,2  13 122,8  7,9  7,5  8,4 
20  - 24  years  26 877,1  13 196,8  13 680,3  8,3  8,0  8,7 
25  - 29  years  24 640,7  12 163,8  12 476,9  7,6  7,3  7,9 
30  - 34  years  22 661,4  11  233,9  11  427,5  7,0  6,8  7,3 
35  - 39  years  22 946,6  11  373,6  11  573,0  7,1  6,9  7,4 
40  - 44  years  19 704,1  9 786,6  9 917,5  6,1  5,9  6,3 
45  - 49  years  19 736,7  9 872,0  9 864,7  6,1  6,0  6,3 
50  - 54  years  18 799,4  9 503,0  9 296,4  5,8  5,7  5,9 
55  - 59  years  18 351,9  9 463,6  8 888,3  5,7  5,7  5,7 
60  - 64  years  17 126,3  9 305,3  7 821,0  5,3  5,6  5,0 
65  - 69  years  12 698,8  7 168,5  5 530,3  3,9  4,3  3,5 
70  - 74  years  12 214,2  7 221,7  4 992,5  3,8  4,4  3,2 
75  - 79  years  9 884,9  6 178,6  3 706,3  3,1  3,7  2,4 
80  - 84  years  6 061,2  4 034,8  2 026,4  1,9  2,4  1,3 
85  +  years  3 657,7  2 667,0  990,7  1,1  1,6  0,6 
IQIAL - a22  zza.a  l§5  Z§~.§  l5Z  gga.a  - jgg.g  jgg.g  jgg.g 
BROAD  ABSOLUTE  NUMBERS  (In  1000s)  PERCENTAGES 
A~E  ~BQUe&  12111  E1m1111  M1l11  J.QIII  E1m1111  M1l11 
0  - 19 years  87 412,9  42 595,4  44 817,5  27,1  25,7  28,5 
20  - 39  years  97 125,8  47 968,1  49 157,7  30,1  28,9  31,3 
40  - 59  years  76 592,1  38 625,2  37 966,9  23,7  23,3  24,2 
60  +  years  61  643,1  36 575,9  25 067,2  19,1  22,1  16,0 
TOTAL  322  773,9  165  764,6  157  009,3  100,0  100,0  100,0 
.. 
~ 
of which  : 
75  +years  19 603,9  12 880,5  6 723,3  6,1  7,8  4,3 
Source · EUBOSTAT  Qemograpbjc Statjstjcs 1989  page 62 TABLE  1. 3: 
~  FEMALE  popULATION  BY  AGE  GROUp  AND  MEMBER  SIAJE.  1988. 
Aae  Grouos  B  DK  ll  GB  E  E  IBL 
0- 4  5,59  5,07  4,60  5,87  5,91  6,34  8,42 
5-9  5,90  5,40  4,50  6,80  6,86  6,57  9,68 
10  - 14  5,90  6,47  4,74  6,63  8,00  6,57  9,43 
15  - 19  6,75  6,92  6,91  7,23  8,07  7,35  9,24 
20- 24  7,54  7,87  8,21  7,07  8,17  7,43  7,63 
25- 29  7,74  7,08  7,49  6,91  7,66  7,36  7,17 
30- 34  7,36  7,00  6,68  6,60  6,67  7,39  6,92 
35- 39  6,94  7,13  6,36  6,48  6,19  7,55  6,48 
40- 44  6,30  7,83  5,75  6,04  5,94  6,20  5,79 
45- 49  5,29  5,99  7,57  6,47  5,16  4,88  4,61 
50- 54  5,66  5,27  6,14  7,04  5,69  5,27  4,17 
55- 59  6,08  5,02  5,76  6,67  5,82  5,54  4,03 
60-64  5,86  5,14  6,11  5,19  5,29  5,36  4,01 
65- 69  4,88  5,02  4,92  4,26  4,47  4,43  3,94 
70  - 74  3,79  4,40  4,89  4,15  3,72  3,24  3,34 
75- 79  3,86  3,83  4,65  3,25  3,08  3,74  2,58 
80-84  2,70  2,61  2,94  2,15  2,00  2,70  1,55 
85+  1,84  1,96  1,78  1,18  1,30  2,07  1,02 
TOTAL  100 00  100.00  100.00  100 00  100.00  100.00  100.00 
~almi.  EC : 1986. 0, GR,  L,  UK : 1987. 
[1 1  L : 80 - 84 years and 85 +years taken together. 
Source: EUROSTAT.  Demooraohic Statistics 1989. oaaes 62 to 234. 
~ \) 
I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
4,75  5,43  5,89  6,00  6,12  5,61 
5,35  5,37  5,85  6,88  5,86  5,95 
6,75  5,22  6,12  7,92  6,00  6,59 
7,57  6,43  7,92  7,97  7,41  7,55 
8,12  7,80  8,35  8,05  8,06  7,96 
7,35  8,27  8,28  7,61  7,32  7,34 
6,66  8,06  7,76  6,71  6,49  6,78 
6,63  7,17  7,57  6,33  6,96  6,86 
6,25  6,27  7,15  5,86  6,32  5,90 
6,39  6,06  5,52  5,47  5,39  5,96 
N 
0 
6,11  5,90  5,00  5,74  5,20  .5,73 
6,12  6,27  4,97  5,67  5,32  5,71 
5,93  5,64  4,77  5,35  5,41  5,61 
4,75  4,37  4,34  4,45  5,04  4,32 
3,94  4,21  3,70  3,82  4,59  4,36 
3,65  3,79  3,08  3,18  3,91  3,73 
2,20  3,74  2,15  1,92  2,67  2,43 
1,47  [1]  1,58  1,05  1,92  1,61 
100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00  100.00 
"  f  " •  l 
TABLE  1. 4. 
WOMEN  AS  A  PERCENTAGE  OF  THE  TOTAL  popULATION.  BY AGE  GROUp  ANQ  MEMBER  STATE.  1988.  lin °/ql 
Age  Groups  B  DK  D  GR  E  E  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
0-4  48,7  48,8  48,7  48,3  48,4  48,8  48,6  48,6  48,8  48,9  48,4  48,7  48,7 
5-9  48,8  48,9  48,9  48,4  48,5  48,7  48,7  48,7  48,6  48,9  48,7  48,7  48,7 
10  - 14  48,8  48,9  49,1  48,1  48,5  48,6  48,7  48,7  48,5  48,8  48,9  48,6  48,7 
15  - 19  49,0  48,7  48,7  48,3  48,6  48,9  48,7  48,9  48,8  49,0  49,0  48,8  48,8 
20- 24  49,0  48,6  48,4  48,5  48,9  49,5  49,1  49,2  49,8  48,9  49,5  49,1  49,1 
25  - 29  49,1  48,6  48,3  49,6  49,6  50,0  50,2  49,4  50,2  49,0  49,9  49,5  49,4 
30- 34  49,1  48,8  48,8  49,3  49,7  50,1  49,9  49,9  50,0  49,0  50,4  49,7  49,6 
35- 39  49,0  49,1  48,8  50,2  49,8  49,5  49,5  50,1  48,1  48,7  50,9  50,0  49,6 
40-44  49,2  48,9  49,1  50,6  50,1  49,2  49,1  50,3  48,0  48,6  52,6  49,7  49,7 
45- 49  50,0  49,3  49,2  53,2  50,4  49,3  48,8  50,8  49,4  48,7  52,6  49,9  50,0 
50. 54  50,5  50,3  49,6  51,8  51,1  50,2  49,0  51,3  49,8  49,5  53,1  50,2  50,5 
N  -
55- 59  51,4  51,1  50,9  51,9  51,6  51,4  50,2  52,1  50,4  50,9  53,6  51,0  51,6 
60·64  52,7  52,3  58,8  52,7  52,6  53,3  52,1  53,5  57,2  52,8  54,5  52,2  54,3 
65  •  69  54,8  53,8  62,1  54,9  55,0  55,1  53,0  56,1  58,0  54,8  55,2  54,5  56,5 
70 •  74  58,2  56,2  64,4  55,3  58,5  58,5  54,7  57,9  58,8  57,8  57,5  57,6  59,1 
75  - 79  62,8  59,6  66,9  55,9  60,8  62,0  57,0  60,7  63,7  62,1  60,5  61,8  62,5 
80-84  67,8  64,8  69,3  58,7  63,7  66,5  62,6  65,1  71,0  66,7  65,3  67,7  66,6 
85+  73,2  69,8  74,4  61,0  68,1  74,1  68,2  71,1  [1 1  70,8  70,7  76,2  72,9 
TOTAL  51.2  50.7  52.1  50.8  50.9  51.3  50.0  51.4  51.4  50.6  51.7  51.3  51.4 
Notes ·  EC : 1986. 0, GR,  L,  UK : 1987. 
[1]  L : 80 - 84 years and 85 + years taken together. 
Source : EUROSTAT. Qema_araohic  Statistics_t98_9.__0aaes 62 to 234 TABLE  1. 5. 
PRINCIPALDEMOGRAPHIC  INDICATORS.  1987. 
INDICATORS  B  DK  p  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
Birth rate [1]  11,9  11,0  10,5  * 10,7  *  11,2  13,8  16,6  9,6  11,4  12,7  12,0  13,6  11,8 
Death  rate [1]  10,7  11,3  11,2  * 9,6  * 7,9  9,5  8,8  9,3  10,8  8,3  9,3  11,3  9,9 
Births out of wedlock 
per 1000 of total  [2]  41,2  445,2  97,1  18,2  39,2  240,8  108,4  57,7  110,2  93,3  132,5  228,9  . 79,1 
Legal  abortions (3) 
as %  of live births  ...  37,1  13,8  .  ..  ...  21,4  .  ..  34,0  .  ..  9,7  .  ..  24,6 
N 
N 
Rate  of net  migration 
per 1000  of total  [4]  -0,1  1,2  3,6  * 0,8  0,9  0,8  -9,0  1,5  6,4  3,0  1,2  0,5  1,3 
Rate of population 
Increase per 1000 
population [1]  1,1  0,8  2,9  * 1,9  4,2  4,3  -0,9  1,9  7,0  6,8  3,9  2,7  3,2 
Infant mortality 
rate .[1]  9,7  8,3.  8,3  * 11,7  8,8  7,8  7,4  9,6  9,4  7,6- 14,2  ..  --- ·-·---9, 1  ·---8J9 .  - .  ·--
Still births per 
1000 total births 
+ still ·births [5]  5,8  5,1  3,9  8,1  7,8  6,9  7,7  6,3  5,4  5,5  9,8  5,0  7,7 
l  continued\ 
'  r ~  . 
TABLE  1  5,  tcootjouedl 
INDICATORS  B  DK  p  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
Marriage 
rate [1]  5,7  6,1  6,3  * 6,6  5,3  4,7  5,1  5,3  5,3  6,0  7,0  7,0  5,7 
Average age at 
first marriage 
·females [&)  23,8  26,8  25,2  23,0  23,4  24,9  24,1  24,7  24,6  25,0  23,8  24,2 
·males  [7]  26,0  29,4  27,7  27,5  25,8  27,0  26,1  27,8  26,6  27,2  25,9  26,4 
Divorce rate  [8]  2,0  2,8  2,1  0,9  0,5  2,0  0,0  0,5  2,0  1,9  0,9  2,9  1,6 
Average age  of women 
at  birth  of  first  child  [9]  25,3  25,9  26,5  23,8  25,2  26,4  25,8  25,1  ...  27,0  24,1  26,4  --- N  w 
I 
Life expectancy  [10] 
• females age 0  76,8  77,5  77,8  76,4  78,6  79,7  75,6  78,1  76,7  79,7  77,1  77,5  78,4 
·males age 0  70,0  71,6  71,2  72,2  72,5  71,5  70,1  71,4  70,0  72,9  70,3  71,6  72,1 
Notes: 
[1] Spain 1986.  [2]  Belgium,  Spain and EC 1980, Greece 1986. 
[3]  Netherlands 1985, France  1986 provisional data,  Italy and  United Kingdom  1987 provisional data, 
United Kingdom  data for Great Britain only : legal abortions concern 165800 residents,  18100 non  residents. 
[4]  France  1980,  Spain 1986.  [5]  Greece and  Ireland 1986, Spain and  EC  1980. 
[6]  Greece 1986,  Spain and  Ireland 1980, EC  not available.  [7]  Greece  and  Italy 1986,  Spain  and  Ireland  1980, EC  not available. 
(8]  Greece, Spain and France 1986.  [9]  Belgium,  Spain  1984,  Italy  1985,  Greece 1986,  Ireland  1987 provisional data, 
Germany,  France births to current marriage only,  France "false  still  births"  included,  Netherlands first  live  birth. 
[1 O]  Member States  1980/85;  EC  1987.  * Estimated. 
Source · EUROSTAT  Demoaraohic Statistics 1989, oaaes 66 to 69 and 77 to 240. -24-
TABLE  1. 6. 
TOTAL FERTILITY 
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TABLE  1. 7. 
THIRD  OR  HIGHER  ORDER  BIRTHS  AS  %OF TOTAL.  1960 TO  1987 
Years 
Member Slat•  1960  1970 
Belgli/Belglque  37,3  29,2 
Dan mark  36,0  22,2 
Deutschland  28,2  26,3 
Elias  27,4  20,5 
Espana 
France  38,8  29,9 
Ireland  60,9  51,3 
ltalla  34,8  30,2 
Luxembourg  27,8  25,9 
Nederland  41,8  27,5 
Portugal  45,3  40,7 
United Kingdom  33,2  28,6 
European  Community 
t:jas· 
[11  1980 
Source • EUBQSTAT  Demographic Statistics 1989  page 68/69 
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TABLE  1. 8. 




Membtr &tate  Total  Single  Marrfed  Widowed  Divorced 
Belgli/Belglque  4 075 622  818 944  2 544 238  601  064  111  376 
Dan mark  2 080 582  520 709  1 153 479  266 501  139 893 
Deutschland  26 905 500  5 906 800  15 339 800  4 632 400  1 026 500 
Elias  3 838 627  730 771  2 543 625  507 883  56 348 
Espana  14 489  193  3 831  456  8 696 681  1 8'14  663  146 397 
France  21  968  060  5 081  740  12 833 040  3 194 500  858 780 
Ireland  1 205 731  415 152  648 272  142 307  0 
ltalla  23  139 109  5 671  064  14 132 889  3 241  864  93 292 
Luxembourg  153 765  34 910  91  889  23 241  3 725 
Nederland  5 652 715  1 421  735  3 424 213  ~6363,,  170 404 
Portugal  3 866 354  898 338  2 450 882  454 329  62 805 
United  Kingdom  22 696 367  5 021  371  13 629  928  3 182 329  862 739 
Es.US!RIID  ~gmmYollv  l;3Q  ~~2  ~~~  ;3Q  Z;32  ;3a~  zz  ~9Q ;3Qa  la §SZ~  ;3  ~;32 2al 
2.  MALES 
Membtr IIIli  lola  I  s1og11  Married  Widowed  Dlyorctd 
Belgli/Belglque  3 800 542  1 021  209  2 538 641  150 790  89 902 
Danmark  1 988 537  654 705  1 151  045  74 305  108 482 
Deutschland  23 917  600  7 022 900  15 544 300  781  200  569 200 
Elias  3 593 665  1 011  222  2 472 920  84 319  25 204 
Espana  13 508 435  4 245 215  8 727 262  437 307  94 686 
France  20 371  460  6 120 260  13 037 580  646 960  566 660 
Ireland  1 193 945  516 796  639 828  37 321  0 
ltalla  21  290 188  6 565 566  14 013  168  655 537  55 917 
Luxembourg  143 339  41  376  93 833  5 111  3 019 
Nederland  5 464 709  1 777 691  3 418 907  160 227  107 884 
Portugal  3 457 987  934 753  2 392 180  1()3 223  27 831 
United Kingdom  20 917 243  5 999 183  13 562 803  749 115  606 142 
EY£S!RIID  ~gmmYollv  l2Q  Q~S ~SQ  a§ al2 iU§  ZZ  ~S2  ~§Z  a aa~  ~l~  2 254 92Z 
i 
Source· EUROSTAT  Censuses of Populatjon  j981  - l9a2  pages 62- 68 
.. -27-
TABLE  1. 9. 
popULAJION  AGED ·15  YEARS  OR  OVER  BY  MEMBER  STATE.  SEX  AND  MARITAL  STATUS. 
1981/82. 
l. EEMALE& 
Member State  Total  Single  Married  Widowed  Divorced 
Belgli/Belglque  100,00  20,09  62,43  14,75  2,73 
Dan mark  100,00  25,03  55,44  12,81  6,72 
Deutschland  100,00  21,95  57,01  17,22  3,82 
Elias  100,00  19,04  66,26  13,23  1,47 
Espana  100,00  26,44  60,02  12,52  1,01 
France  100,00  23,13  58,42  14,54  3,91 
Ireland  100,00  34,43  53,77  11,80  0,00 
ltalla  100,00  24,51  61,08  14,01  0,40 
Luxembourg  100,00  22,70  59,76  15,11  2,42 
Nederland  100,00  25,15  60,58  11,26  3,01 
Portugal  100,00  23,23  63,39  11,75  1,62 
United  Kingdom  100,00  22,12  60,05  14,02  3,80 
EY[QRIID  ~ammuollv  1QQ.QQ  2~  5§  5S.~Q  l~aa  2 Zl 
2·  MALES 
Mtmblr Sl1te  loti  I  stog11  Married  Widowed  Dlvorctd 
Belgli/Belglque  100,00  26,87  66,80  3,97  2,37 
Dan mark  100,00  32,92  57,88  3,74  5,46 
Deutschland  100,00  29,36  64,99  3,27  2,38 
Elias  100,00  28,14  68,81  2,35  0,70 
Espana  100,00  31,44  64,62  3,24  0,70 
France  100,00  30,04  64,00  3,18  2,78 
Ireland  100,00  43,28  53,59  3,13  0,00 
ltalla  100,00  30,84  65,82  3,08  0,26 
Luxembourg  100,00  28,87  65,46  3,57  2,11 
Nederland  100,00  32,53  62,56  2,93  1,97 
Portugal  10~,00  27,03  69,18  2,99  0,80 
United Kingdom  100,00  28,68  64,84  3,58  2,90 
EYI:SIRIID  ~gmmuollv  lQQ QQ  ~Q25  a~  a~  32~  laB 
Soyrce: EUBOSJAI, Censuses of pqpulatjoo  1981  - 1982  pages §2- §8 -28-
MARITAL  STATUS  OF  FEMALES  IN  THE  IEC 
•  Single  23,6o/o 
rtl  Married  59,4% 
•  Widowed  1  4,  3 o/o 
&:l  Divorced  2,  7o/o 
MARITAL STATUS OF  MALES IN  THE  EiC 
•  Single  30,2o/o 
rtl  Married  64,6o/o 
•  Widowed  3,  2o/o 
&:l  Divorced  1, 9o/o ..  l.  .  ~ 
TABLE  1. 1 0. 
PERCENTAGE  SINGLE  IN_EACH_AGE  GROUP_:  FEMALES.  1981L82. 
Total 
Member State  15 - 19  20- 24  25  - 29  30- 34  35 - 39  40- 44  45- 54  55 - 64  65 t  15 + 
Belgli/Belglque  94,7  47,2  15,3  7,8  5,8  5,4  6,0  7,3  9,0  20,1 
Dan mark  98,9  75,3  35,0  12,8  6,8  5,1  5,4  6,5  11,1  25,0 
Deutschland  96,9  61,5  22,3  9,4  6,1  5,5  6,7  8,9  9,4  22,0 
Elias  86,2  47,1  20,7  11,1  7,8  7,0  6,7  6,3  4,8  26,3 
Espana  94,4  59,2  22,2  12,4  9,8  8,8  10,0  12,3  10,0  26,4 
France  96,0  56,4  22,9  12,3  8,5  7,1  7,2  7,9  9,2  23,1 
Ireland  97,7  67,7  28,8  14,6  11,2 
N 
11,8  14,6  18,2  23,2  34,4  \0 
ltalla  95,4  58,8  23,4  11,8  9,2  8,6  9,7  11,2  12,7  24,5 
Luxembourg  95,6  54,7  20,8  10,4  7,5  6,9  7,5  10,2  12,5  22,7 
Nederland  98,0  61,9  22,4  10,2  6,7  5,7  6,3  8,1  10,7  25,2 
Portugal  91,1  47,2  17,0  10,4  8,6  8,0  8,6  10,2  12,4  23,2 
United Kingdom  95,5  53,7  19,2  8,7  6,2  5,6  6,4  7,9  12,3  22,1 
Eurooean  .. Communltv  95.5  57.5  21.9  10.8  7.7  6.9  7.8  9.3  11.0  23.6 
Source · EUROSTAT . Censuses of Pooulation. 1981  - 1982. oaae 69. TABLE  1.  11. 
fOREIGN  POPULATION BY  SEX.  BROAD  AGE  GROUP  AND  MEMBER_SYAYE._1986_. 
lin 1000s\ 
Ago Groyps  B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
FEMALES 
Other EC· Cguoldll  232  8  853  10  .  691  31  .  48  .  8  417 
0 •  13 years  43  ...  125  .  ..  - 133  (4)  - 11  - (3)  30 
14 •  24  years  43  ...  125  .  ..  - 114  8  - 10  - .  ..  40 
25  •  49 years  91  (4)  298  5  - 274  14  - 19  - ...  195 
50  •  64  years  39  ...  83  .  ..  - 105  (3)  - 8  - .  ..  98 
65 +years  18  ...  25  .  ..  - 84  (3)  .  (1)  - .  ..  58 
w 
0 
Non EC Couolrlll  150  31  1391  28  - 1049  9  - 3  - 20  777 
0 •  13 years  53  7  384  5  - 370  ...  - (1)  - 5  95 
14  - 24  years  35  8  255  8  - 180  ...  - (1)  - (4)  129 
25  •  49  years  49  14  841  12  .  381  (3)  .  (1)  - 8  388 
50  •  64  years  8  (3)  101  (3)  .  84  ...  - .  ..  - .  ..  113 
65  +years  (4)  ...  32  (3)  .  54  .  ..  - .  ..  - .  ..  54 
Tglal  382  39  2044  38  82  1739  40  - 49  - 28  1194 
0  •  13 years  98  8  489  7  12  503  5  - 12  - 8  128 
14· •  24  years  77  8  3so-·  8  ·a  294  10  - 10  - ·--s- tsg---·-
25  •  49  years  140  18  936  17  27  655  17  - 20  - 10  581 
50  •  64  years  48  (4)  183  (4)  5  169  (4)  - 6  - ...  209 
65  +years  21  ...  57  (3)  10  118  (4)  - (1)  - (3)  110 
(continued\ 
•·  ,.  .  ~ ~  ...  .. 
•  J 
TABLE  1.  11.  (continued) 
Age Groups  B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
MALES 
OtbiU:  E~ ~SU.IDitlll  280  12  753  6  - 761  29  - 45  - 8  375 
0- 13 years  50  ...  128  ...  - 135  (4)  - 11  - (3)  32 
14 - 24 years  47  ...  112  ...  - 109  7  - 9  - ...  36 
2S  - 49 years  119  7  363  ...  - 316  11  - 19  - ...  169 
SO  - 64 years  48  ...  127  ...  - 138  (3)  - 5  - ...  93 
6S  +years  17  ...  23  ...  - 63  (3)  - (1)  - ...  44 
Non  E~  ~sumltlll  172  29  1624  24  - 1237  8  - 4  - 21  761 
0- 13 years  55  5  380  6  - 393  ...  - (1)  - 6  111 
14 - 24 years  34  8  308  5  - 171  - (1)  - 5  119  w  ... 
2S  - 49 years  65  12  750  8  - 492  (3)  - 2  - 6  359 
SO  - 64 years  15  (4)  159  (4)  - 136  ...  - ...  - ...  124 
6S  +years  (4)  ...  27  ...  - 45  ...  - ...  - ...  47 
Imll  452  41  2377  30  61  1998  37  - 49  - 28  1136 
0- 13 years  105  7  508  7  14  528  6  - 12  - 9  143 
14 - 24 years  80  10  420  6  9  280  10  - 10  - 7  156 
2S  - 49 years  184  19  1113  10  23  807  14  - 21  - 9  528 
SO  - 64 years  62  5  287  5  7  274  (4)  - 5  - ...  218 
6S  + years  20  ...  <49  ...  8  108  (3)  - (1)  - ...  92 
Source : EUBOSIAI  Labour Force Syrvey 1986  pages 98 and  99 (3) 
lj9  -33-
I 
2.  EMPLOYMENT 
I 
Table I Graph 
2.  Employment 
2.1~  Total labour force by Member State and sex, 1986 (in 1,000s). 
2.1.  EUROSTAT, Employment and Unemployment, 1988, page 100. 
The labour force (or "total working population" in some EUROSTAT publications) is 
defined as all persons above a certain minimum age, (14 years in the Labour Force 
Survey), who had a job in the reference period, as well as those ·who were unemployed. 
The precise definition may vary in details between different sets of statistics. 
The chart shows females as a percentage of the total labour force. 
Females as a percentage 
of the total labour force = 
Female labour force x 100 
Total labour force 
2.2.  Members of the labour force in the armed forces, by Member State and sex (absolute 
numbers). 
Institute of Strategic Studies, Military Balance 1988/89. 
Neither EUROSTAT nor NATO are able to provide statistics by sex on armed forces 
personnel. Reliable figures for some Member States are available from the Institute of 
Strategic Studies in London. By way of contrast, a breakdown for the United States and 
Canada (same source) has been included in the table. 
2.3.  Labour force participation rates by sex and Member State, 1970-1986 (in%). 
2.3.  EUROSTAT, Employment and Unemployment, 1988, page 99. 
Labour force 
participation rate by sex = 
Female (or male) labour force x 100 
Allpersonsofworkingage 
The charts illustrate the changing labour force participation rates of women and men 
during the period between 1970 and 1986. 
2.4.  Labour force participation rates by sex, marital status and Member State, 1986 (in%). 
2.4.  EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey, 1986, pages 82 and 83. 
The labour force participation rate is highest among single women in all Member States 
except Belgium and France. It  is highest among married men in all Member States except 
Denmark. -34-
2.5.  Labour force participation rates by sex, broad age groups and Member $tate, 1986 (in %). 
2.5.  EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 82 and 83. 
The labour force participation rate is highest for age group 25 - 49 among women in all 
Member States except Ireland, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. It is Pi.ghest for the 
same age group among men in all Member States. 
2.6.  Labour force participation rates by sex, broad age group, nationality and Member State, 
1986 
2.6.  (in%). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 84 and 85. 
These figures are not available for Italy and the Netherlands. 
The charts show that labour force participation varies more between the sexes than 
between nationals and non nationals. Non nationals' labour force participation rates are 
generally close to nationals' of the same sex. 
2.7.  Persons in employment by Member State and sector of economic activity, 1986 (in%). 
2.7.  EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey, 1986, pages 132 and 133. 
Persons in employment are those who, during the reference week, did any work for pay or 
profit, or were not working but had jobs from which they were temporarily absent. 
Family workers are included but not persons on lay-off.  · 
The sector of economic activity is that in which the employer is active; thus, a secretary 
working in the office of a manufacturing company is counted as working.in industry. 
This table and chart looks at the sectors in which women are employed : 
Women in employment in a particular Member State and sector x 100 
All women in employment in that Member State 
2.8.  Proportion of women employed in each sector of economic activity, 1986 (in%). 
2.8.  EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 128 and 129. 
This table and chart looks at each sector in tum and gives the  percentag~  of women 
among all employed in that sector : 
Women in employment in a particular Member State and sector x 100 
All persons in employment in that Member State and sector 
The three charts are drawn to the same scale, so that the height of the different columns 
indicates the strength of women's presence in the three sectors. 
2.9.  Persons in employment by sex, employment status and sector of activityi 1986 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 134 and 135. 
Neither the Netherlands nor the United Kingdom have included the concept of the 
family worker in their respective labour force surveys. 
Family workers are defined as members of the family who, while receiving no direct 
payment, usually help in the running of the farm or enterprise. -35-
2.ro.  Persons in employment by sex, sector of activity and employment status, 1986 (in%). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 140 and 141. 
Neither the Netherlands nor the United Kingdom have included the concept of the 
family worker in their res~tive  labour force surveys. 
2.11.  Persons not members of the labour force by sex, broad age group and Member State, 1986 
(in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 118 and 119. 
2.12.  Persons in employment working part-time, by Member State and sex, 1986 (in%). 
2.12.  EUROST AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 148 and 149. 
Persons of a particular sex and Member State working part-time x 100 
All persons of that sex and Member State in employment 
The charts show the relative prevalence of part-time working among women and men. 
The first chart (percent of males working part-time) is identical to the second, but drawn 
to a larger scale.  The second and third charts are drawn to the same scale and illustrate 
the fact that men work much less part-time than women in general, and that uptake of 
part-time working is highest among married women. 
Spain and the Netherlands did not supply information on full-time I  part-time working. 
2.13.  Average gross earnings of manual workers in industry, 1972 -1987 (in national curency 
and in%). 
EUROSTAT, Hourly Earnings -Working Time 2 - 1982; 
EUROSTAT, Earnings Industry and Services 2-1988. 
This table contains both absolute figures on women's and men's hourly earnings in 
industry, and a calculation of the relationship between the first two sets of figures. It is 
important to interpret these tables with caution, since they do not necessarily compare 
like with like. 
The different earnings levels in this table are not related to like work, nor to work of 
equal value, but to actual work. They take no account of the important structural 
differences between women's and men's work, such as different levels of training, 
qualification and seniority, the different age groups concerned, variations in sectors and 
regions, the different extent of overtime and night working, and the respective size of 
the businesses where they work. All these factors to some extent influence the level of 
earnings for both women and men. Equal pay legislation alone cannot reduce the wage 
differentials obvious in this table; positive action to change the structure of women's 
employment is ,required to this end. 
Spain has not supplied the relevant information, while that provided by Portugal is not 
broken down by sex and therefore not included here. 
-ooOoo--36-
TABLE  2.  1. 
IQIAL LAEU~UB EQBCE ·  Bl MEMBEB  &IAIE AHD  &EX.  l ill. 
(in 1000s) 
MEMBEB &IAIE  IOIAL  FEMALES  MALES 
Belgli/Belglque  4 212  1 698  2 514 
Danmark  2 898  1 321  1 577 
Deutschland  28 024  10 910  17 114 
Elias  4 063  1 373  2 690 
Espana  14 147  4307  9 84p 
France  24 009  10 097  13 912 
Ireland  1 303  388  915 
ltalla  23 851  8472  15 379 
Luxembourg  157,4  57  100,4 
Nederland  5 843  2 031  3 812 
Portugal  4 519  1 854  2 665 
United  Kingdom  27 772  11  358  16 414 
EYr.2RIID  C2mmYDII~  l~Q zaa  ~a  a~§  a§ saa 
Source : EUBOSTAT  Employment and Unemployment 1  SSS. page 1  QQ. 
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9,15 T A 8 L E  2. 3. 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  RATES  BY  SEX  AND  MEMBER  STATE.  1970  - 1986. 
lin  o/o) 
B  DK  D  GR  E 
FEMALES 
1970  24,9  36,9  30,3  ...  18,2 
1980  30,8  ~~3  32,0  21  1  20,0 
[1]  1986  33,1  50,9  34,3  27,3  21,9 
MALES 
1970  55,1  59,8  59,5  ...  59,8 
1980  54,1  ~a a  57,5  ~4.a  52,6 
[1]  1986  52,6  62,5  58,5  55,2  51,9 
Notes: 
Underlined 1980 figures denote a change in definition· between  f980 and  1986. 
[1]  Belgium and Greece : 1985. 
Soyrce · EUBOSTAT  Employment and Unemployment  1988  page 99 
~  f  .-
F  IBL 
29,4  19,7 
33,8  20,5 
35,6  21,9 
55,6  55,9 
53,4  52,7 
51,5  51,8 
I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
21,9  21,7  18,9  .  ..  31,2 
25,7  26~  23 z  3~6  36,4  30,0 




56,5  59,0  54,7  .  ..  60,7 
54,6  ~z.a  ~2Z  ~~Q  59,6  55,6 
55,3  56,1  52,9  54,1  59,4  55,4 
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B  DK  D  E  F  IRL  I  l 
Member  States 
fZl Females in  1970 (GR,  P,  EC = not available)  ~Females in  1986 (8, GR  = 1985) 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  BY  MALES 
70 
B  DK  D  ffi  E  F  IRL  I  L  N..  P  U<  EC 
Member  States 
rzlMales in  1970 (GR,  P,  EC =  not available)  ~Males in  1986 (B,  'GR =  1985) ... 
t.  It 
TABLE  2. 4. 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  RATES  BY  SEX.  MARITAL  STATUS  AND  MEMBER  STATE.  1986. 
lin °/o\ 
B  OK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
FEMALES 
Single  36,7  68,5  55,0  38,2  41,7  49,6  50,6  43,2  55,2  51,8  49,8  56,9  49,4 
Married  41,5  65,9  42,3  37,2  22,8  50,7  26,4  33,8  28,9  31,1  48,2  53,4  41,6 
Widowed  or divorced  17,4  34,2  21,5  15,0  14,0  28,2  11 '1  14,9  22,8  15,9  21,9  20,0  20,4 
TOTAL  36,3  60,1  41,0  34,0  27,1  46,2  32,9  33,5  34,3  34,5  45,0  48,4  39,9 
~  -
MALES 
Single  47,8  78,3  65,4  54,8  57,6  60,4  61,9  58,1  63,3  58,9  65,3  70,3  62,2 
Married  71 '1  74,3  74,2  75,0  74,0  72,6  81,3  73,1  73,8  73,5  77,5  76,5  74,2 
Widowed  or divorced  41,7  51,4  49,9  28,2  28,0  47,6  29,1  32,7  51,2  43,6  31,8  44,1  42,7 
TOTAL  62,5  73,6  69,9  67,8  66,6  67,3  71,2  66,8  68,7  66,6  72,2  72,5  68,7 















LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  OF  F  MALES 
70 
B  DK  D  <R  E  F  IRL  I  L  N..  ,  P  U<  ~ 
Member  States 
fZ1 Single  ~Married  IZIWidowed  or  divorced 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  OF  MALES 
90 
B  DK  D  ffi  E  F  IRL  I  L  N..  P  U<  EC 
Member  States 
fZ1 Single  ~Married  IZIWidowed  or  divorced • 
TABLE  2. 5. 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  RAJES  BY  SEX.  BROAD -AGE  GROUpS  AND  MEMBER  STATE.  1986. 
(in o/o) 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL 
FEMALES 
14 •  24  years  37,6  67,3  52,7  30,4  35,2  43,3  46,6  39,8  52,5  47,6 
25  •  49  years  63,3  87,5  61,3  49,8  38,3  72,1  40,1  51,1  48,8  47,3 
50 •  64  years  17,3  54,5  33,4  31,1  21,5  37,6  20,8  21,1  18,0  17,0 
65  years+  0,9  3,4  2,1  6,1  2,2  1,5  3,7  2,3  0,9 
TOTAL  36,3  60,1  41,0  34,0  27,1  46,2  32,9  33,5  34,3  34,5 
MALES 
14 •  24  years  39,8  73,5  57,4  41,3  49,2  49,4  54,6  47,7  54,7  46,3 
25 •  49  years  95,6  94,3  94,3  96,2  95,4  97,0  94,6  96,1  97,3  95,7 
50 •  64  years  55,2  74,7  71,7  73,7  74,4  60,2  77,4  66,2  59,4  56,5 
65 years+  2,9  13,5  5,2  15,5  5,6  4,1  19,1  8,4  (3,2)  4,6 
TOTAL  62,5  73,6  69,9  67,8  66,6  67,3  71,2  66,8  68,7  66,6 
Source· EUROSTAI.__LabourForce Survev. 1986. oaoes 82 and 83. 
~  t:.  -·  • 
p  UK  EC 
50,1  58,9  46,5 
64,7  68,9  59,5 
34,6  45,3  31,2 
7,7  2,7  2,4 
45,0  48,4  39,9 
~  w 
65,0  69,1  54,6 
95,0  95,9  95,7 
72,3  75,8  68,8 
18,8  7,9  7,1 
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I  I  I  I  I  :  I  I 
B  OK  D  CJt  E  F  IRL  I  L  p 
Member  States 
fZJ Age  14  - 24  years  ~Age  25  - 49  years  ri1 Age  50  - 64  years 
~ 
~ > 
~  ...  ~ > 
~:  ~ >  :.:  ~ > 
~·~  I ..  . .. 
TABLE  2. 6. 
LABOUR. FOBCEJ:»ARTICIPATION_RATES  BY  SEX.  BROAD  AGE  GROUP.  NATIONALITY  AND  MEMB_ER_S_TAIE.  1986. 
lin%) 
B  12K  12  gB  E  E  IBL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
FEMALES 
Oldl20111 
14  - 24  years  38,5  67,4  53,8  30,4  35,2  43,9  46,7  - 52,2  - 50,1  59,3 
25  - 49  years  64,8  87,8  61,9  50,0  38,4  73,7  40,1  - 45,9  - 64,8  69,6 
50- 64  years  17,5  54,4  33,1  31,1  21,4  37,8  20,8  - 16,1  - 34,6  45,3 
65 years+  0,8  3,4  2,1  6,2  2,2  1,5  3,7  - - 7,7  2,8 
TOTAL  36,5  60,0  40,6  34,1  27,1  46,6  32,9  29,7  45,0  48,3 
~  - - - VI 
FEMALES 
020 oiii2DBII 
14  - 24  years  29,5  59,6  39,0  34,3  (43,3)  - 52,9  - 45,8 
25  - 49  years  47,1  74,9  55,1  37,9  29,1  50,5  40,0  - 55,2  - 53,4  58,1 
50  - 64  years  13,8  (68,5)  42,3  33,8  - 26,2  - 46,0 
65 years+ 
TOTAL  33,5  67,9  47,8  29,4  23,4  39,6  35,2  - 48,6  - 38,7  48,0 
(continued) T A B L E  2. 6.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
B  DK  D  gB  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
MALES 
DIIIQDIII 
14 - 24  years  40,2  73,9  57,6  41,4  49,2  49,9  54,8  - 54,9  - 65,1  69,4 
25  - 49  years  96,3  94,5  94,5  96,3  95,4  97,3  94,7  - 97,0  - 95,1  96,2 
50  - 64  years  56,1  74,9  71,1  73,7  74,5  59,8  77,6  - 55,7  - 72,3  75,9 
65 years+  2,8  13,6  5,1  15,5  5,6  4,1  19,1  - (2,9)  - 18,8  7,9 





14  - 24  years  35,7  53,9  55,1  (32,0)  42,3  48,8  - 54,4  - (46,2)  59,1 
25  - 49  years  89,5  85,0  92,4  85,2  86,1  94,4  93,3  - 98,2  - 90,2  90,7 
50  - 64  years  43,7  (58,2)  80,9  (59,7)  (58,8)  66,0  (68, 1)  - 76,8  - 72,9 
65 years +  - (7,6)  (5,8)  - - 8,8 
TOTAL  63,9  70,8  80,0  58,8  58,6  72,6  68,5  - 80,4  - 66,8  74,3 
Source · EUBOSTAT  Labour Force SuNey  1986  pages 84 and 85. 
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LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION  :  NA  IONALS· 
80 
B  OK  D  CR  E  F  IRL  L  p 
Member  States 
f2J Females  m  Males 
LABOUR  FORCE  PARTICIPATION:  NON  NATIONALS 
90  !  .  ~ 
B  OK  D  CR  E  F  IRL  L  p  lJ( 
Member  States 
f2J Females  E1 Males -49-
TABLE  2. 7. 
PERSONS  IN  EMPLOYMENT  BY  MEMBER  STATE  AND  SECTOR  OF  ECONOMIC  ACTIVITy. 
1986. 
~  ~(in~~~q>~------------
AGRICULTURE  INDUSTRY  SERVICES  TOTAL 
FEMALES 
Belgli/Belglque  2,7  17,2  80,2  100,0 
Dan mark  2,9  16,4  80,6  100,0 
Deutschland  5,9  25,1  69,0  100,0 
Elias  37,4  17;3  45,4  100,0 
Espana  13,8  16,8  69,4  100,0 
France  .  6,4  18,6  75,0  100,0 
Ireland  5,6  20,0  74,4  100,0 
ltalla  11 '1  24,1  64,8  100,0 
Luxembourg  3,1  8,9  88,1  100,0 
Nederland  3,0  11,2  85,8  100,0 
Portugal  25,9  24,5  49,6  100,0 
United Kingdom  1,1  18,8  80,2  100,0 
EYI:QRIID  CgmmYDII!  Z5  2Q5  Z2Q  lQQ.Q 
AGRICULTURE  INDUSTRY  SERVICES  TOTAL 
MALES 
Belgli/Belglque  3,5  40,1  56,4  100,0 
Dan mark  8,6  38,8  52,6  100,0 
Deutschland  4,3  50,0  45,6  100,0 
Elias  23,9  30,8  45,2  100,0 
Es~afia  17,2  38,1  44,7  100,0 
France  8,5  40,6  50,9  100,0 
Ireland  20,9  34,1  44,9  100,0 
Ita  I  Ia  10,2  37,6  52,2  100,0 
Luxembourg  4,1  41,2  54,7  100,0 
Nederland  6,2  34,7  59,1  100,0 
Portugal  18,6  40,2  41,2  100,0 
United  Kingdom  3,1  45,0  51,9  100,0 
ill 
EYil!RIID  CgmmYoll!  8.5  ~l.S  ~S6  lQQ.Q 
Source · EUBQSTAT  Labour Force Survey l S86  pages l32 and 133 
(4) -50-
FEMALES  BY  SECTOR  IN  THE  ECi 
•  o/o  of Women Employed :in  Agriculture 
m  o/o  of Women Employed in Industry 
•  o/o  of Women Employed in Services 
MALES  BY  SECTOR IN  THE  EC 
•  o/o  of Men  Employed  in  Agriculture 
m  o/o  of Men  Employed  in  Industry 
•  · 







TABLE  2. 8. 
PROPORTION  OF  WOMEN  EMPLOYED  IN  EACH  SECTOR  OF  ECONOMIC  ACTIVITY.  1986 
(jn o/ol 
Agriculture  lndustrv 
Member State 
Belgli/Belglque  29,5  19,0 
Dan  mark  21,9  26,1 
Deutschland  46,6  24,3 
Elias  44,4  22,3 
Espana  25,1  15,4 
France  35,6  25,1 
Ireland  11,0  21,1 
ltalla  34,8  23,7 
Luxembourg  33,3  9,1 
Nederland  20,0  14,1 
Portugal  48,0  28,8 
United Kingdom  20,0  23,3 
E.uraaa1o  ~szmmuollx  a~ J  2aa 
Source : EUBOSTAT. labour Force Survey 1986. pages 128 and  12&. 
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~ TABLE  2. 9. 
~RSONS IN  EMPLOYMENT  BY  SEX.  EMPLOYMENT  STATUS  AND  SECTOR  OF  ACTIVITY.  1986. 
lin 1000s\ 
B  DK  p  GR  E  F  IRL  I 
FEMALES 
Employers  & 
Self-Employed  134  41  543  221  551  590  25  1  090 
Agriculture  10  53  106  162  135  8  247 
Industry  5  (4)  63  22  41  36  138 
Services  118  34  427  93  348  415  16  705 
Employees  1 011  1  097  9  162  563  2  150  7  770  299  4  996 
Agriculture  .  9  94  12  44  56  284 
Industry  200  176  2 482  163  461  1 559  66  1 423 
Services  809  884  6 587  388  1 644  6 129  230  3 289 
Family  Workers  105  56  627  436  456  714  12  683 
Agriculture  21  22  467  338  231  387  9  223 
Industry  9  12  46  26  25  87  68 
Services  74  22  114  72  199  231  (3)  392 
. "  "  .. 
L  NL  p  UK 
4  173  448  693 
(1)  42  300  37 
12  30  79 
3  119  118  575 
45  1  615  1  113  9  561 
12  44  70 
4  188  379  1 823 
41  1 415  688  7 547 
2  - 123  -
(1)  - 93  -
- (3)  -



























































































Source : EUBOSTAT  LaboUr Force Survey 1986. pages 134 and135. 
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10  396 
3  137 
2  48 
5  210 
88  3  113 
(1)  79 
38  1 171 
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TABLE  2. 10. 
~ONS  IN  EMPLO:!MENTUBV  SEX.  SECTOR  OF  ACTIVITY  AND  EMPLOYMENT  STATUS.  1986. 
lin °/0l 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
FEMALES 
Agriculture  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Employers & 
Self-Employed  30,6  8,6  23,2  37,1  23,3  40,9  32,8  (34,9)  77,8  68,7  34,5  31,3 
Employees  26,9  15,2  2,6  10,1  9,7  37,6  22,2  10,0  65,5  17,8 




Industry  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Employers & 
Self-Employed  2,5  (2,1)  2,4  10,5  7,8  2,2  8,5  6,0  7,3  4,2  4,5 
Employees  93,2  91,7  95,8  77,2  87,4  92,7  98,1  87,4  91,8  94,0  92,1  95,8  92,7 
Family Workers  4,3  6,2  1,8  12,2  4,8  5,2  4,2  - (0,6)  - 2,9 
Services  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Employers & 
Self-Employed  11,8  3,6  6,0  16,8  15,9  6,1  6,4  16,1  6,8  7,8  14,2  7,1  8,8 
Employees  80,8  94,1  92,4  70,2  75,0  90,5  92,5  75,0  90,7  92,2  82,5  92,9  87,8 
Family Workers  7,4  2,3  1,6  13,0  9,1  3,4  (1, 1)  8,9  (2,4)  - 3,3  - 3,4 
(continued\ TABLE  2. 10.  (co n t i n u e d) 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  Nl  p  UK  EC 
MALES 
Agriculture  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Employers & 
Self-Employed  78,1  60,2  58,2  80,5  51,1  72,4  79,9  56,5  70,5  63,4  61,6  53,6  61,6 
Employees  12,4  39,2  29,0  4,9  37,1  18,2  13,6  37,0  (19,0)  36,6  25,7  46,4  29,3 
Family Workers  9,5  12,8  14,7  11,8  9,4  6,5  6,4  - 12,7  - 9,1 




Self-Employed  9,1  8,6  5,7  26,7  13,4  9,7  10,4  16,5  3,8  3,9  13,1  12,1  10,8 
Employees  90,3  91,4  94,2  71,9  85,2  90,3  89,5  82,0  96,2  96,1  85,8  87,9  88,7 
Family Workers  0,6  (0,0)  1,5  1,4  (0,0)  1,6  - - 1,1  - 0,5 
Services  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0 
Employers & 
Self-Employed  20,7  11,5  13,7  36,9  24,1  13,8  17,8  30,0  10,1  10,1  22,2  15,6  19,0 
Employees  78,4  88,4  86,1  60,9  73,4  85,7  81,8  67,1  89,7  89,9  76,0  -~~~4  z~.-~------- ---
Family Workers  0,8  0,2  2,2  2,5- 0,5  2,9  - 1,7  - 1,0 
Source : EUBQSTAT  Laboyr Force Syryey. 1986  pages 140 and 141. 
•  < 
,._ TABLE  2.11. 
.  • 
PERSONS  NOT MEMBERS OF· THE  LABOUR  FORCE  BY SEX.  BROAD  AGE  GROUp AND MEMBER  STATE.  1986. 
(in 1000s) 
jB  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL 
FEMALES 
14  - 24  years  510  128  2 431  536  2276  2 475  177  2 885  14  690 
25  - 49  years  610  113  4 066  819  3 519  2 581  316  4 775  33  1 361 
50  - 64  years  748  184  3964  638  2 740  2 885  167  4 293  27  901 
65 years +  808  434  5 735  684  2862  4 099  190  4 211  28  914 
TOTAL  2  676  859  16  196  2  677  11  397  12 041  851  16  164  102  3  866 
MALES 
14 - 24  years  495  111  21n  409  1 784  2 044  156  2 413  14  738 
25  - 49  years  76  53  615  59  255  274  29  376  2  116 
50  - 64  years  380  97  1 501  233  821  1 706  48  1 694  12  449 
65 years +  518  285  3 071  493  1 913  2 595  129  2969  18  625 
TOTAL  1  468  546  7  364  1  193  4  774  6  619  362  7  451  45  1  928 
Source · EUBQSTAT. Labour Force Suryey  ·1986  pages 118 and 119 
,.j  .. 
p  UK  EC 
446  1 986  14 555 
588  2 902  21  683 
610  2 532  19 688 
684  4 875  25 525 




312  1 548  12 202 
76  387  2 316 
229  1 069  8237 
434  3 076  16 125 
1  050  6  080  38 880 -58-
TABLE  2.  12. 
PERSONS  IN  EMpLOYMENT  WORKING  PARI-TIME.  BY  MEMBER  STATE  AND  SEX.1986. 
Cjo %l 
MARRIED 
MEMBER STATE  MALES  FEMALES  WQMEN 
Belgli/Belglque  2,1  22,6  24,9 
Dan mark  8,7  41,9  49,4 
Deutschland  2,1  29,8  43,9 
Elias  3,4  10,4  11 '1 
Espana 
France  3,4  23,2  26,5 
Ireland  2,5  14,2  24,6 
It  alia  2,8  9,5  10,6 
Luxembourg  1,9  15,5  23,3 
Nederland 
Portugal  3,4  10,0  10,8 
United Kingdom  4,6  45,0  54,1 
Source · EUBOSTAT  Labour Force Syrvey 1986  pages 148 and 149 
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PERCENT  OF MALES WORKING  PART-TIME 
60 
B  D  CR  F  IRL  L  p  lJ( 
Member  States 
fZ1 °/o  of Males  Working  Part-Time 
PERCENT  OF  FEMALES WORKING  PART-TIME 
60 
B  OK  D  CR  F  IRL  L  p 
Member  States 
fJ%  of Females  Working  Part-Time  ~ 0 /o of Married  Women  Working  Part-Time TABLE  2. 13. 
A'lEBAGE_GROS_S  HOURLY  EARNINGS  OF MANUAL  WORKERS_ltuHDUSIRY.__1912~87_.. 
tin national currencv) 
B  DK  D  GR  F  IRL  I  L  NL  UK 
BFA  QKB  OM  DB  FE  18£  LIT  LEA  HEL  UK£ 
FEMALES 
1972  65  ...  5,60  15  6,16  ...  666  65  4,46  0,47 
1975  113  27,52  7,61  31  9,84  0,78  1 300  103  7,61  0,91 
1977  137  33,90  8,73  45  12,80  1,05  2 116  132  9,17  1,16 
0\ 
0 
1978  145  38,32  9,23  56  14,49  1,25  2 422  136  9,73  1,30 
1979  156  43,55  9,69  68  16,26  1,52  2 871  138  10,15  1,53 
1980  170  45,95  10,40  85  18,78  1,80  3 440  154  10,83  1,79 
1981  189  50,75  10,99  107  21,88  2,11  4 297  159  11,31  1,98 
1982  204  55,37  11,45  157  24,72  2,44  5 092  173  12,17  2,16 
1983  216  57,84  11,78  188  28,09  2,70  5 948  191  12,52  2,32 
1984  225  60,51  12,12  236  29,84  2,98  6 231  197  12,59  2,52 
1985  234  64,15  12,65  286  31,77  3,21  6 847  207  12,79  2,71 
1986  234  66,66  13,21  314  33,03  3,45  000  209  13,13  2,89 
-.  ..  ··-----~···-····· . 
-MO•o<O"•-·•~·-·•--•••oo•--
..  1987  24"l  73,69···  13,74  .347  34,34  3,59  000  218  000  3,10 
(contjnyed) 
t'·  t. .. 
( 




1972  95 
1975  158 
1977  193 
1978  205 
1979  222 
1980  242 
1981  264 
1982  279 
1983  292 
1984  305 
1985  314 
1986  315 
















D  GR  F 
OM  DB  FE 
8,04  22  7,83 
10,49  44  12,54 
11,99  65  16,53 
12,64  82  18,50 
13,33  100  20,77 
14,32  126  23,99 
15,10  160  27,53 
15,72  212  31,11 
16,26  252  35,07 
16,66  311  37,21 
17,33  363  39,34 
18,00  405  40,72 
18,65  441  42,52 
•  ~  ..  1-
IRL  I  L  NL  UK 
18£  LIT  LEA  HEL  UK£ 
...  873  104  6,9  0,78 
1,28  1 631  163  10,51  1,34 
1,69  2 500  203  12,48  1,62 
1,95  2 916  214  13,24  1,86 
2,27  3 413  223  14,04  2,16 
2,62  4 089  238  14,78  2,57 
0'1 
3,14  5 063  251  15,57  2,83 
3,57  5 901  272  16,62  3,09 
3,95  6822  293  16,92  3,34 
4,36  7 376  304  16,99  3,63 
4,77  8160  313  17,39  3,91 
5,13  ...  324  17,69  4,19 
5,33  ...  334  ...  4,46 
(contjnyed) T A B L E  2.  1 3.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
B  DK  D  GR  F  IRL  I  L  NL  UK 
BFA  QKB  OM  OR  FE  lA£  LIT  LEA  HEL  UK£ 
FEMALES'  EARNINGS  AS% OF  MALES' 
1972  68,42  ...  69,65  68,18  78,67  ...  76,29  62,50  64,64  60,26 
1975  71,52  84,31  72,55  70,45  78,47  60,94  79,71  63,19  72,41  67,91 
1977  70,98  86,50  72,81  69,23  77,43  62,13  84,64  65,02  73,48  71,60 
1978  70,73  86,13  73,02  68,29  78,32  64,10  83,06  63,55  73,49  69,89 
1979  70,27  86,36  72,69  68,00  78,29  66,96  84,12  61,88  72,29  70,83 
1980  70,25  86,05  72,63  67,46  78,28  68,70  84,13  64,71  73,27  69,65 
0\ 
N 
1981  71,59  85,77  72,78  66,88  79,48  67,20  84,87  63,35  72,64  69,96 
1982  73,12  85,11  72,84  74,06  79,46  68,35  86,29  63,60  73,23  69,90 
1983  73,97  85,47  72,45  74,60  80,10  68,35  87,19  65,19  74,00  69,46 
1984  73,77  85,83  72,75  75,88  80,19  68,35  84,48  64,80  74,10  69,42 
1985  74,52  85,83  72,99  78,79  80,76  67,30  83,91  66,13  73,55  69,31 
1986  74,29  85,63  73,39  77,53  81,11  67,25  ...  64,51  74,22  68,97 
1987  75,31  85,62  73,67  78,68  80,76  67,35  ...  65,27  .  ..  69,51 
Notes· 
····--···----- ·- -··--·--··--· 
October of every year,  except Luxembourg  1987 = April. 
All industry except electricity, gas, steam and water.  Greece = manufacturing  industry only. 
Sources: EUROSTAT. Hourlv Earninas- Workina Time 2- 1982: EUROSTAT. Earninas lndustrv and Services 2- 1988. 
~,.  ..  ~  ... 1j9  -63-
3.  WORKING TIME 
I 
Table I  Gravh 
3.  WorkiDI Time 
3.1.  Persons in employment by employment status and full-time I part-time breakdown, 1986 
(in 1,000s). 
EUROST  AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 142 and 143. 
Spain and the Netherlands do not provide a full-time I part-time breakdown. 
3.2.  Persons in employment by sector and full-time I part-time breakdown, 1986 (in 1,()00s). 
EUROST  AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 146 and 147. 
Table 3.2. also gives the percentage of those working part-time among all females in 
employment, married women in employment, and all  males in employment, e.g. : 
All females working part-time x 100 
All females in employment 
3.3.  Persons working full-time I part-time by sex and broad age groups, 1986 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 158 and 159. 
3.4.  Part-time workers by sex and Member State, 1986 (in absolute numbers and %). 
3.4.  EUROST  AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 158 and 159. 
This table gives the number of part-time workers, broken down by : all females, married 
women, and males. It  further gives the percentage of women among all part-time 
workers, and that of married women among all part-time workers, e.g. : 
All females working part-timex 100 
All part-time workers 
The latter information is illustrated in form of a chart. 
3.5.  Persons in employment : average hours usually worked per week, by sex and sector of 
activity, 
3.5.  1986 (in hours). 
EUROST  AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 172 and 173. 
Spain and the Netherlands do not provide a breakdown by weekly hours worked. -64-
The chart illustrates the breakdown of average weekly hours worked b~  sex for all 
persons in employment, and separately for employees in employment.  i 
I 
3.6.  Persons in  full-time employment: groups of hours usually worked per  w~,  by sex and 
M~  , 
3.6.  State, 1986 (in %). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 176 and 177. 
The chart illustrates what percentage of full-time female workers and full-time male 
workers usually work the following groups of hours : 1 to 39, 40, or  41 + 1\ours. As the 
totals must add up to 100%, this chart is drawn in the form of a "stack",!building up for 
each Member State to 100 %. Within each column, the different shadings represent the 
percentages working the indicated groups of hours. The shorter hours are shown at the 
bottom of the stack, the longer hours at the top. 
3.7.  Persons in part-time employment: groups of hours usually worked per week, by sex and 
Member State, 1986 (in%). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, page 180 and 181. 
This table corresponds to the preceding one, but covers part-time workers instead of those 
working full-time.  · 
.  .. -.. 
~ 
..  IJ  ,ill> 
TABLE  3.1. 










































































































































































































































E  F 
1 878  2138 
- 2 059 
- 66 







7 658  12 438 
11  945 
426 
Source · EUBOSJAT  Laboyr Force Syrvey  1986  pages 142 and 143 






























































11  335 
521 
14  13~ 
13 326 
644 
,..  It'  •  ) 
EC 
14 792 
61  294 
1 155 
_ZZ_293  __ 
0'\ 
0'\ ...  .,Mo 
TABLE  3. 2. 
































DK  D 
34  613 
19  417 
15  197 
192  2 590 
138  1 983 
53  607 
939  7 128 
519  4 856 
420  2 273 
1 194  10 332 
694  7 255 
500  3 076 
41,9  29,8 
GR  E  F  IRL  I 
456  439  579  19  754 
397  - 378  12  572 
59  - 197  7  180 
211  532  1 682  67  1 629 
199  - 1 446  63  1 517 
12  - 227  (4)  110 
553  2197  6 775  249  4 386 
498  - 5 086  212  4 028 
55  - 1 657  37  354 
1 220  3 175  9 074  336  6 770 
1 094  - 6 933  288  6 118 
126  - 2 092  48  644 
10,3  23,1  14,3  9,5 
-..  ~ 
L  NL  p  UK  EC 
2  54  436  107  3 525 
(1)  - 375  47 
- 61  60 
4  200  412  1 903  9 636 
4  - 389  1 380 
23  522 
0\  - -
-.....) 
45  1 534  834  8 122  33 765 
37  - 751  4 143 
7  - 83  3 973 
51  1 788  1 684  10 255  47128 
43  - 1 516  5 586 
8  - 168  4 565 
15,7  10,0  44,5 















o/o  working 
part-time 
B  DK 
29  26 
25  14 
(4)  12 
157  101 
136  66 
21  34 
701  525 
505  248 
196  277 
887  671 
666  339 
221  332 
24,9  49,5 
--..  tA'  y{)t 
D  GR  E  E 
487  392  327  498 
327  346  - 320 
160  46  - 175 
1 517  132  255  1 128 
985  122  - 933 
532  10  - 188 
3 827  366  1 148  4 129 
1 962  323  - 2 955 
1 866  43  - 1 154 
5 831  890  1 731  5 779 
3273  791  - 4 223 
2558  99  - 1 526 
43,9  11 '1  26,4 
IBL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
10  629  (1)  - 317  79 
(4)  478  (1)  - 270  28 
6  149  - 47  51 
24  997  2  - 254  1 275 
21  913  2  - 237  809 
(3)  83  16  466 
0\  - -
00 
106  2 829  21  - 577  5 681 
81  2 585  16  - 516  2 392 
26  241  5  - 61  3 286 
141  4 454  24  - 1 149  7 055 
106  3 976  18  - 1 024  3 237 
35  473  6  - 124  3 811 
24,8  10,6  25,0  10,8  54,0 
(contjnued) 
...  .. ...  '- ... • 















%  working 
part-time 
B  DK 
79  121 
78  107 
14 
912  ~  545 
903  525 
10  20 
1 281  739 
1 245  650 
36  89 
2272  1 451 
2 225  1 325 
47  126 
2,1  8,7 
D  GB  E 
702  570  1 314 
645  530  -
56  40  -
8 086  734  2 913 
8 026  708  -
60  25  -
7 369  1 077  3422 
7143  1 060  -
226  17  -
16 159  2 381  7 658 
15 814  2 299  -
342  82  -
2,1  3,4 
















IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
154  1 413  4  216  472  427  6 521 
151  1 276  4  - 425  403 
(3)  136  - 47  24 
251  5 231  40  1 219  1 019  6 257  32 237 
247  5 120  39  - 1 004  6 148 
(4)  110  (1)  - 15  107 
0\ 
\0 
330  7 270  53  2 074  1 044  7 212  38170 
319  7 123  51  - 1 018  6 698 
11  146  (1)  - 26  509 
739  13 914  98  3 509  2 541  14 135  77 293 
720  13 519  96  - 2 454  13 326 
19  392  2  - 87  644 
2,6  2,8  2,0  3,4  4,6 TABLE  3. 3. 
PERSONS  WORKING  EULL•TIME  I  PART-TIME  BY  SEX  ANp  BROAP  AGE  GROUps.  1986.  (in 1000s) 
EULL-IIME  B  PK  D  ~B  E  E  IBL  I  L  NL  ~  UK 
&m1111 
14  - 24  years  178  148  2 301  140  - 1 045  111  1 036  13  - 308  1 782 
25  - 49  years  674  448  3 799  670  - 4 689  144  4 044  25  - 899  2 906 
50  - 64  years  110  92  1 105  253  - 1 165  28  968  4  - 267  873 
65  years +  5  5  51  30  - 34  5  69  - 42  25 
TOTAL  967  694  7 255  1 094  - 6 933  288  6 118  43  - 1 516  5586 
Ma[rled women 
14  - 24  years  63  12  319  37  - 288  11  162  3  - 70  434 
25  - 49  years  517  270  2 271  524  - 3 177  80  3 085  13  - 737  2 164 
50  - 64  years  83  55  666  208  - 744  15  690  2  - 194  627 
65  years+  (3)  18  22  - 14  39  - 23  12 
TOTAL  666  339  3 273  791  4 223  106  3 976  18  1 024  3237 
-...,J  - - 0 
Males 
14 - 24  years  261  212  2 684  226  - 1 402  126  1 514  14  - 466  2 357 
25  - 49  years  1 517  822  9504  1 384  - 8 171  424  8 653  64  - 1 357  7 987 
50  - 64  years  435  260  3 527  616  - 2 302  142  3 141  17  - 555  2 901 
65  years +  12  30  100  74  - 70  28  211  - 77  81 
TOTAL  2 225  1 325  15 814  2 299  - 11  945  720  13 519  96  - 2 454  13 326 
Females and  Males 
·14 - 24  years  439  360  4 985  366  - 2 447  237  2 551  27  - 774  4 139 
25  - 49  years  2192  1 270  13 303  2 054  - 12 860  568  12 697  89  - 2 255  10 893 
SO  - 64  years  544  353  4 631  869  - 3 467  171  4 109  22  - 822  3 774 
65  years+  17  36  151  104  - 104  33  280  (1)  - 119  106 
TOTAL  3 192  2 018  23 069  3 393  - 18 878  1 008  19 636  139  - 3 970  18 912 
I  continued\ 
•  t  ....  ..  ~ ... .  ... ...  . .. TABLE  3. 4. 
PART-TIME  WORKERS  BY SEX  ANP  MEMBER  STAJE.  1986. 
MEMBER STATE  ____  IuOLJTLfA~I.  MARRIED 
FEMALES  WOMEN 
Belgli/Belglque  330  283  221 
Dan mark  626  500  332 
Deutschland  3419  3076  2558 
Elias  208  126  99 
Espana 
France  2518  2092  1526 
Ireland  66  48  35 
It  alia  1036  644  473 
Luxembourg  10  8  6 
Nederland 
Portugal  255  168  124 
United Kingdom  5209  4565  3811 
European  Community 
Source • EUBOSTAJ, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 158 and  159, 
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B  OK  D  CR  F  IRL  I  L  p  ll< 
Member  States 
fZI FEMALES  as  o/o  of all  part-time  workers 
MARRIED WOMEN  AS% OF  PART-TIME WORKERS 
.. 
I  I  I  I  I  I 
B  DK  D  CR  F  IRL 
Member  States 
fZI MARRIED WOMEN  as 
0/o  of all part-time workers 
I  I  I  I 
I  L  p  lJ( TABLE  3. 5. 
PERSONS_lN  EMPLOYMENT- AVERAGE  HOURS  USUALLY  WORKED  PER  WEEK  BY  SEX  AND  SECTOR  OF ACTIVITY.  1986.  ljn hours) 
FEMALES  B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
Total  35,7  32,5  35,5  41,3  - 36,0  36,8  36,8  37,2  - 42,8  30,2 
Agriculture  51,0  33,2  45,1  44,4  - 41,4  39,7  36,4  43,9  - 51,7  31,6 
Industry  36,9  34,8  35,5  40,5  - 37,7  38,4  38,9  37,4  - 42,2  34,3 
Services  34,9  32,0  34,7  39,0  - 35,2  36,2  36,0  36,9  - 38,5  29,2 
Employees  32,7  31,9  34,6  37,6  -·  34,8  36,2  35,8  35,6  - 38,8  29,8 
Agriculture  31,1  40,2  40,8  - 34,0  35,7  - 43,2  29,7 
Industry  36,5  34,5  35,7  40,1  - 37,5  38,5  38,9  36,8  - 42,3  34,6 




MALES  B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
Total  41,7  40,5  42,4  45,1  - 41,8  46,9  41,0  41,8  - 45,4  44,9 
Agriculture  63,6  49,4  56,3  50,2  - 54,6  65,3  43,7  59,2  - 51,5  56,7 
Industry  40,2  40,7  40,7  42,2  - 40,6  41,7  41,0  40,5  - 44,2  44,3 
Services  41,6  39,2  43,0  44,4  - 41,1  43,0  40,5  41,6  - 43,9  44,6 
Employees  38,5  38,6  40,7  40,5  - 39,6  41,~  39,5  40,3  - .~~- _,,.~'-~-''''"'  Agriculture  40,4  39,9  43,7  46,2  - 40,7  49,9  40,3  (48,0)  - 48,3  48,5 
Industry  39,0  39,7  40,1  40,3  - 39,8  41,1  40,4  40,2  - .  43,8  43,8 
Services  38,1  37,7  41,3  40,5  - 39,4  40,6  38,6  40,2  - 41,8  43,1 
Source: EUROSTAT. Labour Force Survev 1986. oaoes 172 and 173. 











AVERAGE  WEEKLY HOURS :TOTAL 
50 
B  OK  D  ffi  F  IRL  L  p 
Member  States 
f2J hours worked  by  females  ~hours worked by males 
AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS: EMPLOYEES 
50 
B  DK  D  GR  F  IRL  L  p 
Member  States 
f2J hours worked  by female  employees  ~hours worked by male employees TABLE  3. 6. 
PERSONS  FULL-TIME  EMPLOYMENT- GROUPS  OF  HOURS  USUALLY  WQRKED  PER  WEEK.  BY  SEX  AND  MEMBER  SIAJE.  1986. 
tin °k\ 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
FEMALES 
Iota  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 35  hours  13,7  8,1  2,6  12,0  - 11,6  20,4  17,3  12,3  - 12,4  18,4 
36  - 39 hours  50,4  7,3  15,3  13,3  - 60,6  8,7  21,3  (2,6)  - 11,2  39,4 
40  hours  20,1  74,7  67,8  31,1  - 11,0  57,0  44,6  73,8  - 14,0  13,9 
41  - 45 hours  2,0  2,9  3,8  14,1  7,1  5,6  7,1  (2, 1)  33,7  15,2 
-.....)  - - 0\ 
46  + hours  13,9  6,9  10,5  29,4  - 9,8  8,3  9,8  9,1  - 28,7  13,1 
Emolovees_  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 35  hours  14,7  8,2  2,3  15,2  - 11,8  20,8  17,6  12,3  - 15,9  18,6 
36  • 39 hours  61,7  7,9  16,8  20,8  - 67,2  9,3  26,1  \2,9)  - 16,3  41,6 
40  hours  21,1  78,6  73,1  47,9  - 10,7  60,2  48,4  81,0  - 17,6  13,8 
41  - 45 hours  1,1  2,2  3,4  8,1  - 6,2  5,5  4,2  - 43,0  15,5 
46  +hours  1,3  3,1  4,4  8,0  - 4,1  4,3  3,7  (2,4)  - 7,3  10,4 
(continued\ 
">'  ..  .. ..  . .. .  .  ....  ,.  ..  .. 
TABLE  3.6.  (continued) 
B  DK  p  GB  E  E  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
MALES 
Total  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1  - 35 hours  4,3  1,4  0,6  5,6  - 5,7  7,0  4,4  1,9  - 5,2  5,3 
36 - 39 hours  49,1  2,9  17,4  11 '1  - 52,7  3,9  15,8  (0,8)  - 5,8  19,2 
40 hours  27,9  75,4  62,7  32,7  - 13,5  51,4  50,7  84,4  - 17,4  14,3 
41  - 45 hours  2,3  3,9  4,3  12,6  - 10,6  6,8  10,1  2,1  - 46,8  22,9 




Emolovees  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 35  hours  4,7  1..2  0,4  7,3  - 6,0  8,3  4,2  1,9  - 6,0  5,2 
36- 39 hours  58,8  3,4  19,5  19,6  - 60,5  5,3  20,9  (0,9)  - 7,8  22,0 
40 hours  30,7  84,4  68,4  50,0  - 14,2  65,5  58,7  91,7  - 20,6  14,3 
41  - 45 hours  1,7  3,6  4,2  8,4  - 10,7  7,9  7,2  (1 ,6)  - 54,8  24,7 
46 +hours  4,1  7,4  7,5  14,6  - 8,6  13,0  9,0  3,8  - 10,7  33,9 















F/T  FEMALES  HOURS  USUALLY WORKED 
77_  ~  ~ 
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8  D  GR  F  IRL  L  p 
Member  States 
fZJ 1 - 39 hours  ~40 hours  ~41 + hours 
F/T MALES  HOURS  USUALLY WORKED 
I  T 
8  OK  D  GR  F  IRL 
Memoer  States 
fZJ 1 - 39  hours  ~40 hours  ~41 ~~hours 
L 
)C)I  )C 
~  ~ )C  ~ 
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p 
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1'  ,  '  • 
TABLE  3. 7. 
PERSONS  IN  PART-TIME  EMPLOYMENT- GROUPS  OF  HOURS  USUALLY  WORKED  PER  WEEK.  BY  SEX  AND  MEMBER  STATE.  1986. 
lin o/o\ 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
FEMALES 
Total  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 10  hours  11,7  14,2  13,1  8,2  - 12,4  21,2  13,8  (14,0)  - 17,0  25,1 
11  - 20  hours  56,4  36,2  48,1  35,1  - 44,6  48,4  36,8  48,5  - 42,7  41,8 
21  - 24  hours  10,5  8,3  10,4  15,6  - 9,2  (9,0)  10,9  (9, 1)  - 9,0  11,3 
25  - 30  hours  15,1  32,4  24,0  34,2  20,8  17,2  20,0  (12,5)  21,0  15,9 
_,  - - \0 
31  + hours  6,3  8,9  4,4  7,0  - 13,0  18,4  (15,7)  - 10,3  5,9 
Emolovees  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 10  hours  10,8  14,4  11 '1  10,3  - 12,2  21,7  12,3  (14, 1)  - 21,0  23,8 
11  - 20  hours  57,9  35,1  48,5  27,7  - 45,6  51,6  36,5  49,6  - 49,6  42,4 
21  - 24  hours  11,0  8,5  11,5  11,7  - 9,7  (9,5)  13,3  (9,5)  - 10,8  11,8 
25- 30  hours  13,9  32,7  24,3  33,2  - 19,8  14,2  18,7  (11 ,4)  - 11,6  16,1 
31  + hours  6,3  9,3  4,6  17,1  - 12,6  19,1  (15,2)  - 7,0  6,0 
(continued\ T A  B  L  E  3. 7.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
B  DK  D  GR  E  E  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
MALES 
Total  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1  - 10 hours  14,7  48,5  22,4  5,9  - 9,5  16,7  - 12,3  34,0 
11  - 20 hours  50,7  37,9  46,7  28,6  - 46,6  46,5  19,4  - 31,1  33,8 
21  - 24 hours  (8,7)  (2, 1)  6,4  28,3  - 7,9  5,2  - 9,1  12,1 
25 - 30 hours  14,4  9,0  20,4  27,0  - 19,5  16,3  - 23,6  12,5 




EmDioveea_  __  100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0  100,0  100,0  - 100,0  100,0 
1 - 10 hours  12,5  50,8  18,3  - 8,3  16,0  - 34,5 
11  - 20 hours  52,7  36,5  46,2  17,6  - 48,9  47,2  13,9  - (27,3)  33,5 
21  - 24 hours  (10,3)  (2,3}  8,5  37,6  - 8,9  5,4  - 13,7 
25- 30 hours  12,7  8,1  21,6  20,2  - 17,4  11,4  - (17,0)  11,5 
31  + hours  (11 ,6)  5,3  18,7  - 16,5  53,4  (74,5)  - 29,4  6,8 
Source · EUBOSTAT  Labour Force Survev 1986  pages 180 and  181 
..  •  t  .. 
't  •  ... (6) 
1j9  -81-
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4.  UNEMPLOYMENT  I 
Table I  Gravh 
4.  Unemployment 
4.1.  Unemployment rates by sex, marital status and broad age groups, 1986 (in%). 
El,JROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 92 and 93. 
The unemployment rates of the Labour Force Survey are comparable between Member 
States and do not depend on the different national rules pertaining to registration. 
4.2.  Unemployment rates for comparison between Member States, 1984  -1988 (in%). 
4.2.  EUROSTAT, Unemployment Monthly 6-1989, page 13. 
The unemployment rates for comparison between Member States derive from the Labour 
Force Survey, regularly updated by EUROST  AT on the basis of changes in registered 
unemployment. These are the most reliable unemployment rates for European 
comparisons between Labour Force Surveys. 
The first chart shows unemployment rates for females and males in all Member States in 
1988, the second the development in the European Community average for females, 
males and the two combined, from 1984 to 1988. 
4.3.  Unemployment rates for comparison between Member States, young people aged under 25 
years, 
4.3.  1984 - 1988 (in %). 
EUROSTAT, Unemployment Monthly 6-1989, page 13. 
4.4.  Share of females in total unemployed, May 1989 (in%). 
4.4.  EUROSTAT, Unemployment Monthly 6-1989, page 12. 
Unemployed females x 100 
All unemployed persons 
The chart shows the share of females in unemployment for the two main age groups : 
Unemployed females under 25 years old x 100 
All unemployed persons under 25 years old 
Unemplo.yed females 25 years and over x 100 
All unemployed persons 25 years and over -82-
4.5.  Unemployed job-seekers by sex and duration of search, 1986 (in%). 
4.5.  EUROST  AT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 222 and 223. 
Th~  figures given here are cumulative; they do not add up to 100 %. Thpse people who 
have sought a job for 24 months or more, are also included amongst  tho~e  who have 
sought work for 12 months or more, or  for 6 months or more. 
Female job-seekers unemployed for 6 months or more x 100 
All unemployed female job-seekers 
-ooOoo-...  ,II 
T  Jo 
" 
TABLE  4. 1. 
UNEMPLOYMENT  RATES  BY  SEX.  MARITAL  STATUS  AND  BROAD  AGE  GROUpS.  1986.  (jn  otq) 
EEMALES  B  DK  D  £!8  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
&logll w2m1o 
14 - 24  years  26,0  9,0  7,7  37,2  50,4  27,8  22,2  42,2  (7,2)  16,2  24,9  16,3  24,6 
25  - 49  years  14,4  11,4  7,2  12,6  24,8  10,7  11,2  16,8  12,2  9,7  10,6  12,8 
50  - 64  years  6,2  6,7  6,4  (2,7) 
I  9,9  6,1 
65  years + 
TOTAL  20,8  9,8  7,4  25,4  37,8  19,0  18,1  31,5  (5, 1)  14,4  19,1  14,8  19,5 
Mar[ied  wom~m 
14 - 24  years  28,0  (15,8)  14,6  24,4  42,8  22,1  (27,9)  29,4  8,6  26,3  19,0  21,5 
25  - 49  years  16,5  6,2  7,8  8,0  14,3  8,8  22,6  10,1  (2,8)  10,0  9,0  9,3  9,6 
50  - 64  years  7,5  7,6  6,6  (1 ,7)  6,3  6,5  (13,9)  4,0  3,9  2,9  5,4  5,6 
65  years+ 
I  I  I  I  I  (1 ,8) 
TOTAL  16,6  6,7  8,0  7,1  14,1  9,3  21,7  10,0  (2,8)  9,1  9,1  9,3  9,6 
00 
w 
Widowed  or divorced 
14  - 24  years  (25,0)  (54,7)  (34,9) 
I  (39,5)  (31 ,4)  34,3 
25  - 49  years  22,8  8,8  12,3  13,6  23,4  13,9  10,7  28,7  9,8  15,4  14,5 
50  - 64  years  (14, 7)  (5,3)  11,5  8,2  9,6  (2,9)  16,1  9,0  8,9 
65 years+ 
I  I  I  I  I  I  (2,7) 
TOTAL  21,4  7,4  11,8  8,7  16,6  12,5  (15,8)  8,0  25,9  6,6  12,4  12,3 
Tolal 
14  - 24  years  27,0  9,5  9,0  34,1  49,6  26,4  22,8  40,5  (6,6)  15,0  25,3  17,0  24,1 
25  - 49  years  16,8  7,6  8,2  9,0  18,0  9,7  19,0  11,4  (3,0)  12,1  9,1  9,9  10,6 
50  - 64  years  8,6  7,0  7,6  2,2  6,7  7,2  13,4  3,7  6,0  2,9  6,2  6,3 
65  years+. 
I  I  I  I  (4,0)  2,2 
TOTAL  17,9  7,8  8,2  11,6  25,0  12,3  19,5  17,0  4,0  12,4  11,6  10,9  12,9 
(continued) T A B L E  4.  1.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
MALES  B  IlK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
Slogla  m1o 
14  - 24  years  17,6  7,0  6,9  16,9  45,1  23,5  29,0  28,9  (6, 1)  16,2  17,7  19,6  21,6 
25  - 49  years  12,4  6,0  10,4  9,9  26,8  11,9  16,8  11,8  15,3  11,7  15,6  13,7 
50  - 64  years  10,9  16,9  10,2  (1 0,5)  (3,0)'  (1 0,2)  18,8  11 '1 
65  years+  - - •  - - - (5,6) 
TOTAL  14,7  6,6  8,6  13,0  36,3  17,0  22,1  19,9  (4,5)  15,6  15,6  18,3  17,8 
Married m!D 
14  - 24  years  7,7  5,6  33,7  9,7  31,5  6,9  - 9,7  8,0  20,2  14,0 
25  - 49  years  4,4  2,1  3,3  3,1  11,8  4,7  15,7  2,2  4,9  4,0  8,2  5,3 
50  - 64  years  4,7  3,5  4,5  2,3  12,2  6,2  10,8  2,1  5,4  3,1  8,3  5,9 
65  years +  (3,7)  - - 8,8  2,8 
TOTAL  4,5  2,5  3,7  2,8  12,3  5,2  14,6  2,2  5,1  3,7  8,8  5,7 
00 
~ 
Widowed  or divorced 
14  - 24  years  - - - (27,0)  29,9 
25  - 49  years  14,9  9,4  13,4  27,1  10,7  6,1  17,6  19,6  14,0 
50  - 64  years  (11 ,0)  13,7  14,7  13,7  (12,9)  19,0  13,1 
65  years +  - - - - - - (3,7) 
TOTAL  13,4  8,9  13,3  20,0  11,3  5,4  16,2  (6,5)  19,0  13,5 
Total 
14  - 24  years  15,5  7,0  6,8  15,9  44,2  21,5  29,2  27,6  '(5,5)  15,7  16,5  19,8  20,8 
-·~  --
25  - 49  years  6,1  3,9  5,3  4,4  15,1  ""6,4  16,0  4,1  (1 ,4)  7,7  4,9  9,9  7,3 
50  - 64  years  5,3  4,3  5,4  2,4  12,6  7,0  10,9  2,2  6,2  3,1  9,7  6,6 
65  years+  (3,3)  (1 ,7)  - 9,6  3,1 
TOTAL  7,1  4,6  5,5  5,1  19,6  8,7  17,4  7,1  1,9  8,8  6,8  12,0  9,4 
Source : EUROSTAT.  Labour Force Survev. 1986. oaoes 92 and 93. 
..  .. 
1  ...  ... 
Ll/ '  ..  ·T" 
J  .. 
TABLE  4. 2. 
UNEMPLO_YMENT_RATES_EOR  COMPARISON  BETWEEN  MEMBER  STATES.  1984 - 1988.  fin...?t2l 
B  DK  D  GR  E  E  IBL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
EEMALE~ 
1984  19,4  10,4  8,6  13,9  23,4  12,5  18,1  15,5  4,3  15,0  12,1  10,7  12,9 
1985  18,5  9,3  8,8  13,1  25,3  12,7  20,0  15,5  4,4  12,5  11,7  11,0  13,0 
1986  18,7  7,6  8,2  12,8  25,3  12,8  19,8  16,8  4,1  13,4  11,0  11,0  13,1 
1987  18,2  7,1  8,0  12,4  27,6  13,4  19,2  15,8  4,1  14,5  9,2  10,1  13,0 
1988  17,1  7,6  8,1  13,2  27,8  13,1  19,3  16,8  3,3  14,8  8,0  8,2  12,9 
MALES 
1984  8,5  8,0  6,2  6,8  19,5  7,9  16,5  6,3  2,4  11 '1  5,8  12,0  9,5 
00 
Vl 
1985  7,6  6,1  6,3  6,3  20,4  8,5  17,8  6,2  2,2  9,3  6,3  11,8  9,5 
1986  7,6  4,2  5,5  5,6  19,4  8,5  17,5  7,1  1,9  8,6  6,3  11,9  9,3 
1987  7,5  4,8  5,3  5,6  17,0  8,3  17,4  7,0  1,9  7,7  5,0  11,0  8,8 
1988  6,8  5,4  5,3  5,8  15,3  7,9  16,7  7,2  1,6  7,5  3,9  9,1  8,1 
fEMALES  AND  MALES 
1984  12,6  9,1  7,1  9,3  20,6  9,9  17,0  9,5  3,0  12,5  8,4  11,4  10,8 
1985  11,7  7,6  7,3  8,7  21,9  10,3  18,5  9,4  3,0  10,4  8,5  11,5  10,9 
1986  11,8  5,8  6,5  8,2  21,2  10,4  18,3  10,6  2,7  10,3  8,3  11,5  10,8 
1987  11,6  5,8  6,4  8,0  20,5  10,5  18,0  10,1  2,7  10,2  6,8  10,6  10,4 
1988  10,8  6,4  6,4  8,5  19,6  10,2  17,6  10,6  2,2  10,3  5,6  8,7  10,0 
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TABLE  4. 3. 
UHEM~LQ~MEHI BAlES  EQB  CQM~ABISQH BEIWEEH  MEMBEB  SIAIES.  ~QUH~ ~EQ~LE A~Eil UHJlEB  25  ~EABS. l&l~ - l&ll. 
ljn °/ql 
B  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
EEMALE~ 
1984  34,1  16,3  12,3  33,5  48,7  30,6  21,4  39,1  6,6  21,2  26,5  17,9  26,1 
1985  31,5  12,9  11,4  32,9  51,3  29,4  24,7  39,1  7,1  16,9  26,0  17,1  25,3 
1986  30,3  9,5  8,8  36,2  49,6  28,4  23,7  40,0  7,4  17,2  24,4  17,2  24,6 
1987  30,7  9,9  7,6  36,6  49,2  28,1  23,3  37,1  7,7  19,0  20,5  14,7  23,5 
1988  27,7  10,5  7,0  37,2  48,2  26,8  21,9  38,5  5,5  18,4  17,7  11,2  22,6 
MALES 
00 
1984  23,1  12,9  10,9  19,1  45,8  22,6  26,8  25,8  6,7  22,0  15,1  21,0  22,5  -.......1 
1985  19,1  9,7  9,8  17,6  46,4  23,0  27,9  25,2  6,5  18,3  15,6  19,9  21,7 
1986  17,8  6,6  6,7  17,1  43,6  21,6  29,6  27,9  5,3  16,7  15,4  19,4  20,8 
1987  16,4  7,4  6,4  19,0  38,1  20,1  28,3  26,6  5,1  16,6  12,1  16,6  19,0 
1988  13,9  8,4  6,0  18,9  34,4  19,1  25,9  27,4  5,3  16,2  9,3  13,1  17,5 
EEMALES  AHD  MALES 
1984  28,4  14,5  11,6  25,6  47,1  26,5  24,4  31,8  6,6  21,6  20,3  19,6  24,1 
1985  25,2  11,2  10,5  24,5  48,4  26,1  26,5  31,6  6,8  17,6  20,2  18,6  23,3 
1986  23,9  8,0  7,7  25,8  46,2  24,9  26,9  33,4  6,3  16,9  19,3  18,4  22,6 
1987  23,3  8,6  7,0  27,1  43,1  24,1  26,0  31,4  6,4  17,8  15,8  15,8  21,1 
1988  20,5  9,4  6,4  27,4  40,7  22,9  24,1  32,5  5,4  17,2  13,0  12,3  19,9 















YOUTH  UNEMPLOYMENT  RATES,  1  88 
I 
B  OK  D  ffi  E  F  IRL  I 
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TABLE  4. 4. 
SHARE  OF  FEMALES  IN TOTAL  UNEMPLOYED.  MAY  1989. 
ljn °/al 
MEMBER  STATES  SHARE  OF  FEMALES  IN  TOTAL UNEMPLOYED 
ALL AGE  GROUPS  <  25  YEARS  25  YEARS+ 
Belgii/Belgique  62,1  67,4 
Dan mark  55,4  53,9 
Deutschland  51,8  52,3 
Elias 
Espana  51,7  57,1 
France  57,5  59,2 
Ireland  37,3  42,7 
ltalla  56,2  54,2 
Luxembourg  51,2  47,5 
Nederland  56,3  52,5 
Portugal  63,3  64,4 
United Kingdom  37,6  37,8 
European  Community  52,4  54,3 
Soyrce · EUBOSTAT  Unemployment Monthly 6 - 1  989  page 12 
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51,4 T A 8 L E  4. 5. 
UNEMPLOYED  JOB-SEEKERS  BY SEX  ANQ  DURATION  OF  SEARCH.  1986. 
lin °/o) 
B  QK  D __  G_R  E 
FEMALES 
6 months and more  87,5  54,7  66,9  76,3  82,3 
12  months and  more  72,4  35,6  46,9  53,9  64,3 
24  months and  more  57,7  16,4  28,0  23,5  42,3 
FEMALES ANP MALES 
6 months and  more  85,6  52,1  67,8  67,5  76,5 
12  months and  more  70,3  31,5  48,9  44,5  58,5 
24  months and  more  54,6  15,5  30,4  .19,2  37,3 
Source · EUBOSTAT  Labour Force Survey 1986  pages 222 and 223 
.  ..  .... 
E  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
73,3  75,5  88,8  (50,8)  75,9  77,9  53,6  74,6 
49,5  56,6  68,6  (32,3)  55,7  60,6  32,7  54,3 
29,3  32,4  43,1  - 41,1  17,3 
70,2  81,3  86,3  50,6  75,9  74,9  63,1  73,2 
48,0  64,9  66,1  (28,8)  59,5  56,2  45,0  54,1 
27,8  44,1  40,2  - 34,9  29,6 















JOB-SEEKERS FOR  6 MONTHS AND MORE 
90 
B  OK  D  E  F  IRL  p 
Member  States 
fZJ Females  ~Males 
JOB-SEEKERS FOR  12 MONTHS AND MORE 
90 
B  OK  D  E  F  IRL  N..  p 
Member  States 
fZ1 Females  ~Males ..  . 1j9  -93-
I 
S.  EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
I 
Table I Gra.ph 
S.  Education and Trainin& 
5.1.  Young persons 14 to 24 years in education by sex, employment related categories and age 
groups, 1986 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Labour Force Survey 1986, pages 122 and 123. 
5.2.  Full-time education : Enrolment ratios by sex, age and Member State, 1982/83 (in %). 
EUROSTAT, Education and Training, 1985, page 88. 
These ratios indicate the percentages of young people at ages 15 to 24 who are in full-
time education. They are calculated by dividing the figures on pupils and students of a 
given age and sex by the total population of the same age and sex : 
Pupils and students of a given age. sex and Member State x 100 
Total population of the same age, sex and Member State 
5.3.  Full-time education : Enrolment ratios by sex and age for the European Community (10), 
1970/71 
5.3.  and 1981/82 (in%). 
EUROSTAT, Education and Training, 1985, page 88. 
This table and chart show the change in enrolment ratios by age for girls and boys over 
the period 1970/71 to 1981/82. The first chart shows the change in girls' enrolment ratios 
between the two years, the second and third compare girls' and boys' situation within 
each of the two years. 
5.4.  Number of pupils and students by sex and level of education, 1983 (in 1,000s). 
EUROSTAT, Education and Training, 1985, pages 70 to 77. 
The levels used are as follows : 
Pre-primary : Education prior to the beginning of compulsory schooling. 
First level: Elementary education, compulsory in all cases and lasting five years 
as a rule. 
Second level, first stage : Lasts three years in the majority of cases and is also 
compulsory. 
Second level, second stage : Begins around the age of 14 or 15, lasts three years in 
the majority of cases and leads to the standard required for admission to third 
level. 
Third level: Comprises universities and all other types of higher education. -94-
I 
5.5.  Breakdown by sex of teachers, inspectors and school principals (in absolute numbers and 
%).  I 
Eurydice, Diagrams of the breakdown by sex of the numbers of inspectors; and head 
teachers in the education system of the Member States of the European  C~mmunity,  1987, 
page21.  I 
! 
Germany did not participate in this compilation, nor are data available for Northern 
Ireland (United Kingdom). 
5.6.  Students awarded ERASMUS grants by sex, country of home institution and field of . 
study, 1987/88 
5.6.  (in absolute numbers and %). 
ERASMUS Bureau,l5 rue d'Arlon, B -1040 Bruxelles, tel. 233 0111. 
The ERASMUS grants contained in this table are provided to enable s~ud~nts of one 
university to undertake, within the university of another Member State, :a period of 
study fully recognised by the home university. The recognised period of study in the 
other Member State must be of substantial duration (at least 3 months). 1987/88 was the 
first academic year for which these grants were operational. 
The charts illustrate the share of females participating. in ERASMUS gr~nts, by broad 
'  "·c,  field of study; and for the total number involved.  · 
5.7.  European Social Fund grants by sex and Member State, 1987 (in absolute n~mbers  and %). 
5.7.  Commission of the European Communities, Sixteenth Report on the Actijvities of the 
European Social Fund, Financial Year 1987, COM (88) 701 final, appendix pages 40 to 51. .. .  .,. 
• 
TABLE  5.  1. 
YOUNG  PERSONS  AGED  t4HTO  24  YEARS  IN  EDUCATION  BY  SEX.  EMPLOYMENT  RELATED  CATEGORIES  AND  AGE  GROUPS.  1986. 
lin 1000s\ 
FEMALES  B  DK  p  GR  E  F  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK 
In  employment  5  69  103  7  8  45  (4)  23  .  20  383 
14-18  years  47  38  (5)  (5)  - 5  262 
19-22  years  (3)  17  54  (4)  (4)  23  12  - 10  92 
23-24  years  5  11  18  (6)  - 5  29 
Unemployed  (4)  6  29  11  16  5  50  .  20  69 
14-18  years  (3)  18  (3)  - (6)  (3)  12  - - 6  49 
19-22  years  10  6  (7)  30  - 10  16 
\0 
Vl 
23-24  years  - 9  - (4) 
Not In the 
labour force  464  109  2 081  373  1 753  2064  151  2137  12  608  308  1 313 
14-18  years  330  79  1564  286  1 240  1 571  131  1 565  9  - 214  1 180 
19-22  years  123  22  391  77  434  436  18  465  2  - 82  117 
23-24  years  12  8  126  11  79  57  107  - 12  16 
Total  472  183  2 214  391  1 760  2125  161  2 210  12  .  348  1 765 
14-18  years  331  129  1 620  290  1 241  1 581  136  1 582  9  - 225  1 491 
19-22  years  128  41  455  87  438  466  22  506  2  - 103  225 
23-24  years  13  13  138  14  81  78  122  - 21  48 
(continued\ T A  B  L  E  5.  1.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
MALES 
In  employment 
14-18  years 
19-22  years 
23-24  years 
Unemployed 
14-18  years 
19-22  years 
23-24  years 
Not In the 
labour force 
Total 
14-18  years 
19-22  years 
23-24  years 
14~18  Y!t~r.s 
19-22  years 



























































Sour1:e :_EUROSTAT. labour Force Survev 1986. oaaes 122 and 123. 
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TABLE  5. 3. 
FULL-TIME  EDUCATION  :ENROLMENT RATIOS  BY  SEX  AND  AGE  FOR  T~E 
EUBQeEAH  ~QMMUHIIl  u~n.  l&zglzl  AHD  li1Ull2. 
(jn °4) 
~IBIJi A~ED  l&ZQlZl  lillll2  BQlS  A~ED  l&ZQlZl 
i 
! 
15  67,1  94,1  15  ~.7 
16  47,1  71,2  16  49,2 
17  33,9  55,7  17  36,2 
18  23,4  38,0  18  27,8 
19  16,5  25,6  19  22,2 
20  12,5  19,5  20  18,2 
21  9,7  13,1  21  15,2 
22  7,5  11,0  22  12,9 
23  5,4  8,7  23  10,3 
24  3,5  7,7  24  7,8 
Source · EUBOSTAT. Education and Tmjojog 1985  page 88. 
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ENROLMENT  RATIOS  FOR  THE  EC  - 1970/71 
16  1 7  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 
Age Groups 
mlsovs 
ENROLMENT  RATIOS  FOR  THE  EC  - 1981/82 
I  I  I 
16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24 
Age Groups 
l§lsovs TABLE  5. 4. 
NUMBER  OF  PUPILS  AND  STUDENTS  BY  SEX  AND  LEVEL OF  EDUCATION.  1983. 
(1000s\ 
GIRLS  B  DK  D  GB  F  IRL 
Total  1  097,1  535,3  5  622  920,0  6  619  468,8 
Pre-primary  191,0  29,9  757  75,1  1 199  71,6 
1st level  393,5  211,5  1 185  431,8  2128  208,2 
2nd  level total  417,8  239,7  3 071  357,8  2 724  166,5 
* 1st stage  270,3  136,3  2 350  211,8  1 700  102,0 
*2nd stage  147,6  103,4  721  146,0  1 024  64,4 
3rd level  94,8  54,3  609  569  22,6 
~ 
I  L  NL  UK  EC- 10 
5  859  29,1  1  640,5  5  119  28 366 
825  3,8  194,2  172  3 511 
I  - 1 980  12,1  615,6  2107  9545 
0 
0 
2 577  12,8  712,2  2 594  13 115 
1 346  7,4  484,0  1 265  8 055 
1 232  5,4  228,2  1 329  5 059 
476  0,3  118,5  246  2195 
l continued\ 
~  "'  ~ ....._, 
T A B L E  5. 4.  ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
BOYS  B  PK  p  GR  F  IRL  I  L  NL  UK  EC  •  10 
Total  1  159,8  564,8  6 058  1  008,0  6 734  480,9  6 274  30,5  1  866,0  5  401  30 109 
Pre-primary  198,8  31,6  829  78,7  1 262  75.4  855  4,1  206,0  182  3 722 
1st level  418,6  220,4  1 256  461,0  2296  220,3  2 088  13,0  690,6  2 218  10 159 
2nd  level  total  430,6  256,0  3 124  396,2  2625  157,9  2 753  12,9  781,5  2 666  13 468 
*1st stage  311,9  140,6  2 463  241,2  1 696  106,4  1 476  7,7  539,0  1 346  8 531 
*2nd stage  118,6  115,4  661  155,1  929  51,7  1 276  5,1  242,5  1 320  4 937 
3rd level  111,7  56,6  849  .  549  27,2  579  0,6  187,9  335  2 760 
I  - BOYS ANP GIRLS  B  DK  D  GR  F  IRL  I  L  NL  UK  EC- 10  0  -
I 
Total  2  256,9  1  100,1  11  680  1  928,0  13  353  949,7  12  133  59,6  3  506,5  10  520  58 475 
Pre-primary  389,8  61,5  1 586  153,8  2 461  147,0  1 680  7,9  400,2  354  7 233 
1st level  812,1  431,9  2 441  892,8  4424  428,5  4 068  25,1  1 306,2  4 325  19 704 
2nd  level total  848,4  495,7  6195  754,0  5349  324,4  5 330  25,7  1 493,7  5260  26 583 
* 1st stage  582,2  .  276,9  4 813  453,0  3396  208,4  2 822  15,1  1 023,0  2 611  16 586 
*2nd stage  266,2  218,8  1 382  301,1  1 953  116,1  2 508  10,5  470,7  2 649  9 996 
3rd  level  206,5  110,9  1 458  1 118  49,8  1 055  0,9  306,4  581  4 955 
Yiii[§.  1982/83 for  B,  DK,  GR,  L,  EC-1 0;  1983/84 for the other Member States. 
Source:  EUROSTAT,  Education and Training 1985, pages 70 - 77. TABLE  5. 5.  - 102-
BREAKPOWN  BY SEX  OF  TEACHERS.  INSPECTORS  ANP  SCHOOL  PRINCipALS. 
(in abso!yte nymbers and %) 
IEA~I:IEBS  {EuU-Umt.  llll[  l&&Ql&ll 
FEMALES AS 
MEMBEB SIAIE  FEMALES  MALES  IOIA~  %  OE IOIAL 
Belgli/Belgique  84 424  62 645  147 069  57,4 
Danmark  18 950  27 000  45 950  41,2 
Elias  43 788  41  696  85 484  51,2 
Espana  203 267  143 933  347 200  58,5 
France  311  034  181  614  492 648  63,1 
Ireland  23 815  14 834  38 649  61,6 
Ita  II a  648 600  252 533  901  133  72,0 
Luxembourg  2 928  989  3 917  74,8 
Nederland  59 469  96 758  156 227  38,1 
Portugal 
United Kingdom  330 429  231  761  562-190  58,8 
IHS~E~IQBS  Cl!i![l §e.1  .below) 
FEMALES AS 
MEMBEB SlATE  FEMALES  MALES  IOIAL  %  OE  TOTAL 
Belgique (F)  43  155  198  21,7 
Belgli (VL)  85  427  512  16,6 
Danmark  88  1 989  2 077  4,2 
Elias  48  373  421  11,4 
Espana  232  437  669  34,7 
France  690  2 284  2 974  23,2 
Ireland  27  160  187  14,4 
ltalla  80  441  521  15,4 
Luxembourg  3  12  15  20,0 
Nederland  16,0 
Portugal  67  127  194  34,5 
United  Kingdom  (E+W)  23,0 
United  Kingdom  (Sc.)  12  103  115  10,4 
..L.Ye::.QaQ.I.:rs~: ------~- 1985/86: B,  E,  F,  IRL,I,  L,  P;  1984/85: OK,  GR,  UK (Scotland); 
1983/84 : NL,  UK (England + Wales).  Northern  Ireland not available. 
(contjnyed) 
\ ' 
'  1' 
T A B L E  5. 5.  ( c o n t i n u e d )  - 103-
HEAQ TEACHERS  <Years  see belowl 
!BE-!BIMABY 
FEMALES  AS 
MEMBER  STATE  FEMALES  MALES  TOTAL  %OF TOTAL 
Belgique (E) 
Belgli (VL) 
Dan mark  1 270  37  1 307  97,2 
Elias 
Espana 
France  70  0  70  100,0 
Ireland 
[1]  ltalla  1 612  3 071  4 683  34,4 
Luxembourg 
Nederland  7 817  7 818  100,0 
Portugal 
[1]  United  Kingdom  (E+W)  9 918  12 405  22 323  44,4 
United  Kingdom  (Sc.) 
!BIMABY-
FEMALES  AS 
MEMBEB STATE  FEMALES  MALES  TOTAL  %OF TOTAL 
Belgique (F)  9-94  1561  2 555  38,9 
Belgli (VL)  1 169  1774  2943  39,7 
Danmark  2  142  144  1,4 
Elias  1 909  2782  4 691  40,7 
Espana  1 102  1268  2370  46,5 
France  95  119  214  44,4 
Ireland  1 856  2071  3 927  47,3 
[1]  ltalla  1 612  3 071  4 683  34,4 
Luxembourg 
Nederland  312  8255  8 567  3,6 
Portugal  8 687  993  9 680  89,7 
[1]  United  Kingdom  (E+W)  9 918  12405  22 323  44,4 
United  Kingdom  (Sc.)  1 407  903  2 310  60,9 
....  v.Miea~~~~~.rs-.-· -------- 1985/86: B,  E,  F,  1Rl,l, L,  P;  1984/85: OK,  GR,  UK  (Scotland); 
1983/84 : NL,  UK  (England  + Wales).  Northam Ireland not available. 
[1 1  I,  UK (E + W)  : These figures cover head teachers in  pre-primary plus primary schools. 
lpontjoyed) T A B L E  5. 5.  ( c o n t i n u e d )  - 104-
SECONPABY 
FEMALES AS 
MEMBER  STATE  FEMALES  MALES  IOTA~  %OF TOTAL 
Belgique (F)  243  538  781  31,1 
Belgle (VL)  441  1153  1594  27,7 
Danmark  10  141  15~  6,6 
Elias  982  1275  2257  43,5 
Espana  274  1129  1403  19,5 
France  1601  5248  6849  23,4 
· Ireland  286  526  812  35,2 
ltalla  2511  6590  9101  27,6 
Luxembourg  2  22  24  8,3 
Nederland  27  1355  1382  2,0 
Portugal  61  199  260  23,5 
United  Kingdom (E+W)  780  4187  4967  15,7 
United  Kingdom  (Sc.)  15  409  424  3,5 
Years·  1985/86 : B (F),  E,  F,  IRL,I,  L,  P;  1984/85 : B (VL),  OK,  GR,  UK 
(Scotland);  1983/84 : NL,  UK  (England + Wales).  Northern  Ireland  not available. 
Source :  Eurydice,  Breakdown by sex of the  numbers of  in~pectors and  head 
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TABLE  5.  6. 
STUDENTS  AWARDED  ERASMUS  GRANTS  BY  SEX.  COUNTRY  OF  HOME  INSDTUTION  AND  FIELD  OF  SJUpy.  1987/88. 
Absolute numbers  B  PK  p  GR  E  F  IRL  I  l  NL  p  UK  EC 
EEMALES 
Humanities  22  7  87  2  43  164  50  65  0  51  7  142  640 
Social Sciences  2  1  170  4  0  248  26  24  0  23  6  391  895 
Engineering/ 
Natural Sciences  3  24  31  9  9  43  4  21  0  8  3  41  196 
TOTAL  27  32  288  15  52  455  80  110  0  82  16  574  1731 
MAL.ES 
Humanities  7  5  40  2  22  43  6  24  0  37  3  50  239 
Social Sciences  6  1  256  8  4  244  18  64  0  27  2  233  863  - Engineering/  0 
V\ 
Natural Sciences  17  19  61  14  17  147  8  22  0  16  4  67  392 
TOTAL  30  25  357  24  43  434  32  110  0  80  9  350  1494 
Share of total  f%l  B  OK  D  GR  E  E  IRL  I  L  NL  p  UK  EC 
EEMALES 
Humanities  75,9  58,3  68,5  50,0  66,2  79,2  89,3  73,0  0,0  58,0  70,0  74,0  72,8 
Social Sciences  25,0  50,0  39,9  33,3  0,0  50,4  59,1  27,3  0,0  46,0  75,0  62,7  50,9 
Engineering/ 
Natural Sciences  15,0  55,8  33,7  39,1  34,6  22,6  33,3  48,8  0,0  33,3  42,9  38,0  33,3 
TOTAL  47,4  56,1  44,7  38,5  54,7  51,2  71,4  50,0  0,0  50,6  64,0  62,1  53,7 















ERASMUS GRANTS : SHARE OF FEMALES 
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B  OK  D  E  F  IAL  N..  p 
Member  States 
fZ1 Share of Females in Humanities  m  Share of Females in Social Sciences 
ERASMUS GRANTS : SHARE OF FEMALES 
B  OK  D  E  F  IAL  N..  p  lJ( 
Member  States 
fZJShare  of Females in  Engineering/Natural Sciences  0Share of Females in the TOTAL ~ 
- 107-
T A 8 LE  5. 7. 
EUROPEAN  SOCIAL FUND. GRANTS  BY SEX  ANP  MEMBER .SJATE.  1987. 
(in .abs9!yt& nymbers and in °4l 
NUMBER OF  NUMBER OF  NUMBER OF  TOTAL  NO.  FEMALES  AS 
MEMBER  STATE  PROJECTS  FJ;MALES  .MALES  OF PERSONS 
Belgli/Belglque  291  15 637  18 854  34 491 
Dan  mark  55  10 124  10449  20 573 
Deutschland  272  38 167  42 813  80 980 
Elias  711  107 394  155 879  263 273 
Espana  638  211  590  454 137  665 727 
France  638  95490  131415  226 905 
Ireland  113  69 874  91  365  161  239 
Ita  !Ia  935  197 872  332 168  530 040 
Luxembourg  9  1 339  2 901  4240 
Nederland  386  8 055  15 947  24 002 
/' 
Portugal  1 146  112 207  175 547  287 754 
United Kingdom  1 789  354 456  455 847  810 303 
European  Community  6 983  1  222  205  1  887  322  3  109  527 
Source : Sixteenth Report on. the Activjtjes of the European Social Eynd  Ejoancja! 'fear 1987 
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